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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to explore how the disputes regarding the project of               

Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant took place in Turkish mainstream newspapers. The           

challenges of journalism and media ownership structure in Turkey are discussed as well             

as the coverage of nuclear energy in newspapers around the world. Based on a set of key                 

events, 4 different periods between 2010 and 2015 are determined for researching 3 of              

the most read newspapers in Turkey: Hürriyet, Milliyet, and Sabah. The main research             

question is: How do the Turkish mainstream newspapers represent the support for and             

the opposition towards Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant?” The accompanying         

sub-questions are: What are the frames that can be revealed? Which sources are             

mentioned the most? To what extent the attention is drawn towards regional discontent             

and legal disputes about the project? The data is collected by using the online platforms               

of the 3 newspapers by entering the keyword “akkuyu” and selecting the news articles              

based on the 4 periods. Frame analysis is conducted to answer the questions. As a result,                

it is found out that the emerging frames are related to the concepts of safety, democracy,                

legality, economy, practicality, and international relations. The formation of 7 frames is            

observed: Safety threat, economic threat, abuse of power, incompetent management, all           

of which are used by the opposition; and international prestige, economic opportunity,            

and competent management, all of which are used by the support. Hürriyet and Milliyet              

made both the frames and the sources of opposition more visible compared to the              

support, and Sabah made the frames and the sources of support overwhelmingly visible             

compared to the opposition in its overall coverage. The most visible opposition in             

Hürriyet and Milliyet consists of non-parliamentary groups, and the most visible support            

in all 3 newspapers consists of ruling party members. The discontent and legal disputes              

about the project are emphasized in Hürriyet and Milliyet, mainly through quoting the             

opposition, however, neither of them provided independent investigative reports.  
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1. Introduction 

The debate of nuclear energy is not likely to diminish any time soon around the world. In                 

the case of Turkey, supporters of nuclear energy mainly argue that it is the fastest and                

most efficient way for obtaining energy to keep up with the energy demands, that it is                

good for a cleaner economic growth - especially for developing countries - and that the               

risks of accident are miniscule; meanwhile the opponents of nuclear energy argue that the              

consequences of an accident are not worth the risk, the problem of nuclear waste is not                

solved, and safety is more important than rapid economic growth (Udum, 2010; Akyüz,             

2017). As can be witnessed from the fact that around the world 50 nuclear power plants                

are currently under construction, many nations pass legislations to build more Nuclear            1

Power Plants, and their argument for legitimization largely stem from meeting the energy             

demands in a cleaner way than fossil fuels and preventing being outcompeted by other              

nations in terms of energy production and consumption, as well as from the desire to               

assert scientific and potential military strength.  

Introducing and operating nuclear energy is a part of Turkish government’s Strategic            

Vision 2023 project. Currently, Erdoğan administration’s nuclear plan consists of 3 sites:            2

Akkuyu, Sinop, and İğneada. The first to be built, Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant has              

become a key factor in the formation of Turkish Anti-Nuclear Movement (NKP) and a              

central issue for local communities, environmental activists, independent journalists,         

experts, associations, chambers, and non-governmental organizations for decades (Künar,         

2002; Yavuz, 2015; Temocin, 2018).  

There has been an interest towards building a nuclear power plant in Turkey since the               

1950s, and the reason for this interest has been explained in terms of energy              

independence, mainly to reduce the dependence of importing fossil fuels for electricity            

production in the long term. Turkey has had to rely on importing fossil fuels due to the                 

lack of sufficient reserves within its borders to meet its current and future energy demand.               

So far crude oil and natural gas are the two most imported resources of energy. The total                 

amount of crude oil that is imported to Turkey between 2010 – 2017 is estimated to be                 

1 World Nuclear Association, (February 2019) 
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/plans-for-new-reactors-
worldwide.aspx 
2 http://www.tsv2023.org/index.php/en/ 
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more than 162 million tones and the estimated total amount of natural gas imported              3

between 2006 – 2016 is more than 450 million Sm3. When it comes to the production of                 4

electricity in Turkey, the data obtained from The Chamber of Electrical Engineers            

suggest that more than 55% is obtained by burning fossil fuels and most of the renewable                

electricity is produced via Hydro Plants (32.7%), some of which have faced considerable             5

local resistance due to their environmental impact on the local scale (Karakatipoğlu,            

2015). Within the framework of the international Atoms for Peace Program, Turkish            

government sought to lay the groundwork of its own institutions for producing and             

processing nuclear energy in 1955 (Ata, 2012: 4). The feasibility studies for the             

construction of a nuclear power plant in Turkey started in 1965, and the shore of Akkuyu,                

a province of the city of Mersin, was chosen and licensed as the place for the first nuclear                  

power plant in 1976. Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant is estimated to cost 20 billion dollars               6

and to operate for 60 years. The Power Plant is planned to contain 4 units, each                7

containing 1200 MWs of capacity. The first unit is expected to start operating in 2023. In                8

April 2015 the official launch ceremony was held, and the construction license for             9

building the first unit was given in April 2018 . In addition to the ongoing construction               10

of the first unit, a permit was granted for the second unit on December 2018.   11

As in many projects threatening the local/regional livelihood and ecological balance,           

nuclear energy in Turkey faced its opposition relatively soon after the official declaration             

of Akkuyu as the area for a nuclear power plant. The first documented protest against               

3 Turkish Statistical Institute, Foreign Trade Statistics, Imports of Crude Petroleum, retrieved from 
http://www.turkstat.gov.tr/PreTablo.do?alt_id=1046 December, 2017 
4 Republic of Turkey Energy Market Regulatory, retrieved from 
http://www.emra.org.tr/EN/Documents/NaturalGasMarket/PublishmentsReports in December 2017 
5 The Chamber of Electrical Engineers official website, 
http://www.emo.org.tr/genel/bizden_detay.php?kod=88369 retrieved in December, 2017 
6 Official website for Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant, http://www.akkunpp.com/projenin-tarihcesi retrieved 
December, 2017)  
7 Energy Ministry of Turkey, 
http://www.enerji.gov.tr/en-US/Pages/Nuclear-Power-Plant-Planned-Projects-In-Our-Country  retrieved 
December 2017 
8 Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant Project official website, http://www.akkunpp.com/npp-2  retrieved 
December 2017 
9World  Nuclear News, 15 April 2015 
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-Ground-broken-for-Turkeys-first-nuclear-power-plant-1541501.
html 
10 Reuters, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-turkey-russia-nuclearpower/turkey-grants-rosatom-constructionlicense
-for-first-unit-of-akkuyu-nuclear-plant-idUSKCN1H91OY 
11 Anadolu Agency, 
http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkeys-first-nuclear-plant-akkuyu-gets-limited-permit-for-unit-2-139
742 
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nuclear energy in Turkey, organized by the “Mediterranean Shore Mayors” in the city of              

Mersin in 1978 was supported by a number of unions and associations (Künar, 2002:              

27). Organizations such as Anti-Nuclear Platform (NKP), TMMOB (Union of Chambers           

of Turkish Engineers and Architects), EMO (Chamber of Electrical Engineers), TEMA           

(Turkish Foundation for Combating Soil Erosion, for Reforestation and the Protection of            

Natural Habitats) and Greenpeace, as well as scientists, engineers from various           

disciplines and certain parliament members have been trying to fight against the adoption             

of nuclear energy in Turkey via demonstrations and petitions. The first large-scale            

demonstration was the Sinop anti-nuclear protest in April 29th, 2006 and the second one              

was the 159-km long human chain formed to protest Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant in 17               

April 2011 (Yavuz, 2016). As of 2018, it could be said that the active dissidence against                

the project has almost ceased as even Greenpeace Turkey, which has consistently            

reported and supported protests against nuclear energy in the country, has not published             

an update regarding Akkuyu NPP since 2017.   12

Due to the nature of nuclear energy and its implications in a politically, economically,              

and geographically less safe region, it is essential for the Turkish public to be included               

into an honest and active discussion about the adoption of nuclear energy and mass              

media’s role is critically important to achieve a proper public debate. For this debate to               

take place, it is the obligation of journalists to investigate and present the topic in a way                 

that serves the public interest. Because Turkey offers many examples in regards to             

varying levels of authoritarianism throughout its history, democracy and freedom of           

expression for journalists have been a central problem since its foundation. Journalism is             

one of the fields where one can witness the negative consequences of being subjected to               

strict state impositions coupled with the private ownership by some of the wealthiest             

business people. The inability to achieve complete journalistic integrity in Turkey can            

partly be explained by the financial power accumulating highly in giant corporations such             

as Doğan Holding, Çalık Holding, Kalyon Group, Ciner Group, Demirören Holding,           

İhlas Holding, all of which operate in construction and energy industries and have             

benefited from the public tenders for big projects provided to them by the Erdoğan              

administration. These corporations also had ownership of one or multiple mainstream           

12 As can be seen from Greenpeace Turkey’s archives regarding akkuyu nuclear power plant, the last 
article is from 2017 (last checked on April 2019): 
http://www.greenpeace.org/turkey/tr/System-templates/Search-results/?page=1&sort=easysearch_startpub
lishshort%7c1&all=akkuyu 
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newspapers / TV channels. In fact, currently 9 out of 10 mostly read Turkish dailies’               

owners have been affiliated with the ruling party AKP, and Erdoğan himself. In such a               13

situation the media coverage of the biggest energy project in the history of the country               

requires a critical questioning about the extent of a proper debate about nuclear energy,              

the extent of public consent and scientific inquiry, as well as the claims regarding illegal /                

abusive activities of the decision-makers involved.  

From criticisms regarding their regional suitability (Yavuz, 2016) and the claims of weak             

regulatory framework and operations that suggest incompetence in handling         

transparency, especially in terms of international safety standards (Atıyas, 2015: 39-60;           

Yavuz, 2016), to the symbol they provide as part of a sovereign, strong, technologically              

advanced nation, nuclear energy projects in Turkey attract a lot of attention nationally             

and internationally. Currently the construction in Akkuyu is continuing fully without a            

very strong opposition, and analysing mainstream media’s representation of the issues           

over certain critical periods, which are explained in the next section, can be considered as               

a convenient start. 

1.1. Purpose of the study 

In this research I aim to look at the coverage of opposition and support towards Akkuyu                

Nuclear Power Plant in Turkish mainstream newspapers. I took 4 key periods as the basis               

for data collection and analysis. These periods can be considered as critical for the              

mainstream newspapers for setting and maintaining public debate about Akkuyu NPP and            

nuclear energy use of Turkey in general, due to the doubts that they have raised in terms                 

of democratic accountability, project’s safety and public interest. Below is the list of the              

chosen periods: 

1) 12 May 2010 - 31 July 2010: On May 12, Russia and Turkey signed the deal for                  

building Akkuyu NPP. In the following weeks and months small scale protests protests             

took place, and attempts were made to cancel the deal by lawsuits. One day after the deal,                 

several NGOs began planning a lawsuit to cancel the deal, on the basis of environmental               

and economic concerns. In July, the main opposition party also filed a lawsuit against the               

deal, pointing out that that its status was shifted from tender to an international deal by                

the ruling party to bypass internal inspection. Also during July, Greenpeace Turkey            

13 Media Ownership Monitor https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/findings/political-affiliations/ 
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collected 170 thousand signatures and attempted to hand them out to the parliament via              

protesting in front of it. 58 of the activists were arrested.  

2) 11 March 2011 - 31 July 2011: March 11, 2011 is the day when the Fukushima nuclear                  

accident occured. Fukushima accident had a worldwide effect concerning the safety of            

nuclear energy, thus taking the coverage of Akkuyu NPP after the event can present              

interesting data when it comes to the representation of nuclear policy of the Turkish              

government, the reaction from local communities and environmentalist groups. During          

this period one could see the intensification of reaction and debate on nuclear energy in               

Turkey as activities from ngos and parliament members increased. This timeline also            

covers the 159 km human chain formed to protest against Akkuyu NPP.  

3) 30 January 2014 - 28 February 2014: On January 30, 2014, Greenpeace claimed that               

Rosatom already started the construction of Akkuyu NPP without the approval of            

Environmental Impact Assessment report, which means that if true, the organization was            

constructing unlicensed. Greenpeace published a photograph and a video to prove its            

claims. It is crucial for the rest of the media to publish and follow this through as the                  

illegal construction of a nuclear power plant, if proven true, would be an indicator of               

institutional corruption. During February, experts and activists protested.  

4) 1 December 2014 - 31 January 2015: Turkish Ministry for Environment and             

Urbanization approved the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report on Akkuyu          

NPP on 1 December 2014, after having rejected it in 2012 and 2013. In the following                

month Greenpeace filed a lawsuit against this approval, emphasizing shortfalls and the            

lack of adequate information on a set of environmentally critical matters in the report              

(January 6). During the same month there were allegations that some of the signatures              

were forged (January 12). If proven true, this would be another sign of institutional              

corruption.  

The events in these periods lay out the basis for research questions. The main question               

that this study attempts to answer is “How do the Turkish mainstream newspapers             

represent the support for and opposition towards Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant?” The            

sub-questions asked to achieve the answer are “what are the frames that can be              

revealed?”, “is the project depicted more as an opportunity or as a threat?”,“which             

sources are the most visible?”, and “to what extent the attention is drawn towards              

regional discontent and legal disputes about the project?” To answer these questions,            
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framing analysis is conducted on the data collected from 3 major newspapers. The             

newspapers chosen in this research are Hürriyet, Milliyet, and Sabah. These newspapers            

are among the most read newspapers being in the top 3 or top 5 zone depending on the                  

period. To reach the case-specific news in the most efficient way, the keyword              14

“akkuyu” was searched in online search engines of newspapers for the five periods             

mentioned above. Frame analysis is conducted on the collected news articles to answer             

the research questions. Two hypotheses are tested:  

H1) The frames presented by the opposition would be less visible in the news articles by                

the newspapers in question, compared to the frames presented by the support. 

H2) State actors (e.g ministers, members of parliament) on either support or opposition             

side would get more coverage compared to non-state actors (e.g ngo representatives,            

experts, association members) that are against the project.  

These hypotheses are considered worthy of testing due to the historical and present issues              

with journalism in Turkey, especially in regards to the limiting of freedom of speech due               

to the state’s efforts to control public discourse in its favor, and the intricate relations               

between state and media owners (for details, refer to section 2 which is entirely dedicated               

to this theme). 

1.2 Structure of This Research  

The following sections of this research consists of a context chapter (2.) where a              

background in regards to the root of the problems in Turkish media is laid out; the                

literature review (3.) where mainly the coverage of nuclear energy in media is discussed;              

leading to the methodology chapter (4.) in which framing analysis and its relevance to              

this study, and the research design are mentioned. After methodology comes the results             

(5.) where the data is revealed. Next comes the data analysis chapter (6.) where the               

collected data is analyzed through the guidance of methodology chapter, and finally the             

discussion chapter (7.) where this study is summarized, interpreted and suggestions are            

made for further research.  

 

14 Medyatava.org and gazeteciler.org can be considered as relatively reliable sources for looking at the               
circulation numbers of newspapers. 
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2. Media System, Ownership and Regulations in Turkey: The State and           

Corporations (1950s - 2010s) 

In this chapter I am going to lay out the main problems with the non-democratic aspects                

in Turkish journalism due to the structure of media ownership, and point out the              

intensification of cooperation and conflict between media owners and the state. Such            

explanations regarding the root causes of problems in Turkish media system are provided             

to establish a firmer context for this research. More than half a century of history related                

to those dynamics is addressed briefly, however certain periods are given more priority             

over others. Media members, mainly journalists, have suffered from a lot of restrictions             

that disabled them as much as possible to have the right to exercise some of the most                 

basic principles of journalism under many different leaderships over the course of            

Turkey’s history and especially during Erdoğan administration (Ercebe, 2016;         

Değirmenci, 2010; Yeşil, 2016; Alan, 2015).  

A system of governance that tends to punish transparency and rewards loyalty to the state               

regardless of its bad deeds contributed to the breeding of a political environment that              

gave way to the rising power of “neoliberal” economics bound to socially conservative,             

“right-wing” populist leaders reminiscent of 1950s’ Menderes such as Özal and Erdoğan,            

all of whom established personal relations with the media owners to keep the media              

coverage in their favor and responded with authoritarian force when things didn’t go well              

for them (Yeşil, 2016; Ercebe, 2016).  

2.1. Failure of Democratization in Turkish Journalism: A Brief Look at History 

The relationship between state actors and media owners in Turkey has been a key              

element in the shaping of power dynamics today as there has clearly been a tradition for                

the state to suppress a democratic understanding of journalism throughout Turkey’s           

history. The short period of optimism in the early 1950s to relieve the tight laws               

implemented by the single party regime so that civic rights and journalistic freedom             

would be granted by Menderes-led government took a dramatic turn in mid 1950s             

(Serarslan, 1999; Yeşil, 2016; Ercebe, 2016) as the prosecution of 1161 journalists and             

sentence of 238 journalists between 1954-1958 (Değirmenci, 2010: 118) showed the           

early signs that mass media in Turkey was going to be a field where the contest of power                  

was not likely to be subjected to a democratic mindset (Ercebe, 2016:121). In 50s, One of                

the biggest obstacles in achieving such a mindset was the state allowing prosecutors to              
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sue journalists that publish anything that would “bring shame upon” the individuals with             

high statuses or “put someone’s fortune in danger”, the law practically prevented the             

journalists from exercising the “right to prove” their own claims, which was one of the               

factors that set the basis for the press censorship until 1960 (Kubilay, 2014: 32). As the                

disillusionment in regards to Menderes’ promises rose, another wave of optimism           

emerged in the 60s as the journalists finally regained their “the right to prove” and it                

became a lot harder or impossible to close newspapers and magazines, to imprison             

journalists, and to exploit the journalistic workforce (Ercebe, 2010: 136, 137). It was the              

policies in the 1960s that laid the groundwork for the public broadcasting service TRT as               

an autonomous institution, until Demirel-led government dominated by        

religious-conservative groups started accusing journalists and content producers in TRT          

to be “communist, anti-nationalist and disrespectful towards religious values”. Its          

bureaucrats and members of parliament put immense pressure on its autonomy and tried             

to take it under their control by attempting to change the laws that provided it autonomy                

(İlaslan, 2014: 254 – 267; Serarslan, 1999: 161 - 174). Their wishes came true in early                

1970s with the military coup by memorandum. However, the biggest blow to press media              

freedom was going to be conducted by the coup in 1980. 

With the military coup of 1980, the chief of the state was exempt from any criticism on                 

print or on TV, by any means (Değirmenci, 2010: 125). Also, during this military regime               

between 1980 - 1983, “trade unions and associations were suspended; political leaders,            

activists, university professors, and journalists were arrested; and local military          

commanders were put in charge of education, the press, and trade unions.” (Turan, 2007:              

43 – 66 in Yeşil, 2016: 25).  

After the military regime, the stage was not set for truly independent media that defends               

public interest during Özal’s presidency. Özal’s policies were similar to those of Thatcher             

and Reagan (Adaklı, 2003:120; Değirmenci, 2010: 131), and led to the concentration of             

wealth in the hands of whomever he deemed worthy due to his increasing power over               

decision making in economics (Yeşil, 2016: 26). It is this period the role of newspaper               

owner shifted from the “journalist boss” to the corporate boss that has no other choice               

than prioritizing profit over journalistic principles and this mindset carried through the            

1990s as the advertisers’ increasing interest towards the TV, stagnation of newspaper            

circulations, the neverending economic crises continued to force the “press families” to            
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pursue capital via increasing collaboration with the other sectors, leading to the growth of              

strong private owners (Yeşil, 2016: 26-37). Taşdemir (2005: 178) argues that the            

deepening of the relationships between the media (owners / journalists) and the powerful             

state actors is a result of such growing privatization. In his article he refers to a study                 

analyzing the print news during the elections in 1995 and 1999, and points to the               

conclusion that the way that the print news covered political leaders and their parties was               

based on the relationship between the press members / owners and politicians. This can              

be considered as a legacy from the Özal period in the 80s, as “[Özal] established personal                

relationships with newspaper owners, editors and journalists. He not only used his            

personal enigma, but also sticks and carrots. This was possible because he amassed a lot               

of power in his office. Soon enough the newspaper owners learned the rules of the game”                

(Buğra and Savaşkan, 2014 in Yeşil, 2016: 32).  

Due to the nature of neo-liberal economic policies merged with popularism, self-interest            

of corporate or high-stakes owners turned out to be a main concern. This meant that the                

strength of an expanding industry of press was largely based on how the owners of               

newspapers set their relations with who holds the power in government, as can be seen               

from the Özal example. “The growth of the press industry was largely based on              

incentives and credits based on political power” and thus the possibility of expressing             

those responsible for the decreasing socio-economic equalities was lost due to the aspect             

of oligopoly (Dirik, 2007: 120). Based on this situation, it is not surprising to see that the                 

81.24% of the press in the 90s was shared by only four groups (Kuyucu, 2011: 180, 181).  

2.2. The AKP Period (2000s and 2010s) 

The political and economic crises of 2000 and 2001 in Turkey had a considerable effect               

in the rising power of AKP (Justice and Development Party), “an implicit coalition of              

Islamic movements” led by Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. “Moderate Islam” became one of            15

the most highlighted phrases in the media and the public sphere at the time, and it                

attracted a lot of voters. AKP’s neoliberal policies throughout many years benefited            

Islamic capital groups from small to large scale. With AKP in power, the             

government-owned firms started to be privatized in record numbers and labor laws            

started to benefit the investors more than workers, and this led to the kind of economic                

15 Yeldan, A. E., and Ünüvar, B., 2015, “An Assessment of the Turkish Economy in the AKP Era”,                  
Research and Policy on Turkey, Routledge, retrieved from http://yoksis.bilkent.edu.tr/pdf/files/12116.pdf  
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growth based on construction boom (Yeşil, 2016: 75). Before 2002, a company was only              

allowed to have one radio and TV station, however the restrictions changed in 2002, and               

a media company was allowed to own “244 local and regional, and 30 (medium-sized)              

national stations all at once” (Çankaya and Yamaner, 2006: 240 in Tunç, 2015: 3). In               

2002 it also became possible for media corporations to have the right to take part in                

public tenders (Değirmenci: 2010: 167, 168).  

The ownership of the mainstream media in Turkey today is mostly under the control of               

some of the biggest corporations that have high stakes in other big sectors. It is not a                 

recent phenomenon in Turkey that the ones in the top positions of media institutions have               

holdings in other sectors, especially banking. In the mid-1990s, a fresh period for private              

TV networks, there was a clear example of “vertical expansion”, considering the fact that              

the 6 major owners of such companies also owned banks (Dağsalgüler, 2013: 47-49).             

Today, along with banking, these sectors include construction, energy, mining, tourism,           

telecommunications, and finance. Allegedly, the mainstream media owners such as          

Doğuş, Demirören, Ciner, Albayrak, Kalyon and İhlas make sure to publish enough            

material to get along with Erdoğan administration, which in turn grants them public             

tenders. Media Ownership Monitor points out that Albayrak, Kalyon, Ihlas, Doğus and            16

Es Medya owners take part in projects such as the third airport in Istanbul, urban               

transformation projects along the country. In conclusion, a big part of Turkish            

mainstream media today is owned by conglomerates that have close ties with Erdogan             

government. The content provided by these media companies do not pose a serious             

challenge to Erdogan government’s actions in exchange for extremely profitable business           

deals ranging from small infrastructural projects to “mega projects” such as the 3rd             

Istanbul Airport and Kanal Istanbul.  

The state’s response to the above mentioned local / regional resistance has been             

aggressive or dismissive in many occasions, even when such issues were brought to             

national concern by the mainstream media. It is possible to assume that the extent of what                

journalists could publish about such issues may have been very limited due to their              

shareholders’ cross-ownership of construction firms and the increasing intolerance from          

the state towards a critical tone. 

16 Media Ownership Monitor Turkey, https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/ 
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The actions of Erdoğan administration provided many examples of how an authoritarian            

attitude against journalists could be carried out. Turkey became the top country            

imprisoning journalists two years in a row, with 81 journalists in 2016 and 73 in 2017.                17

Moreover, journalists are not the only ones who could be targeted. Regular citizens who              

criticize Erdoğan, the government and its institutions could indeed be pursued. According            

to the Committee to Protect Journalists, “over the course of 2016, the Turkish judicial              

system handled 46,193 cases of ‘insulting the President’ or “insulting the Turkish nation,             

the Republic of Turkey, the parliament, the government, or the institutions of the             

judiciary”   18

2.3. Owners’ relations with Erdogan, scandals, leaked tapes, and company          

handovers 

This section contains information about the previous and current owners of 3 newspapers             

used in this research as well as their relationship with the state and important state actors.                

As it is evident that autonomous media is a vital part of a democratic society where the                 

power of the institutions should be based on accountability and transparency, looking at             

the ownership structure of these mainstream newspapers and the interplay between the            

state and the owners provides important insights within the context of Turkish journalism             

in the 21st century so far.  

2.3.1. Sabah 

Sabah’s ownership has changed 4 times since its foundation. Sabah was founded in 1985              

by the journalist-businessman Dinç Bilgin who inherited a family tradition of journalism           

. In 2005, Ciner Group, led by Turgay Ciner, active in many different sectors including               19

energy and mining purchased Bilgin’s media assets Sabah and the TV channel ATV. ,             20 21 22

In 2007, Turkey’s Savings Insurance Deposit Fund (TMSF) confiscated Sabah and ATV            

from Ciner Holding upon the revealing of secret agreements between its former and latter              

17 Committee to Protect Journalists, 
https://cpj.org/data/imprisoned/2017/#~(status~'Imprisoned~charges~(~)~localOrForeign~(~)~gender~(~)
~employedAs~(~)~jobs~(~)~coverages~(~)~mediums~(~)~cc_fips~(~)~end_year~'2017~group_by~'loca
tion) retrieved January 2018 
18 https://cpj.org/blog/2018/01/press-oppressor-awards-trump-fake-news-fakies.php 
19 Here an article about the history of Sabah can be found from the newspaper Hürriyet’s website: 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/sabahin-oykusu-1985-yilinda-basladi-38403071 
20 http://www.cinergroup.com.tr/en/about-us 
21 Unlike Calik Group, Ciner keeps information about the media they previously owned, as can be seen 
from this news piece from their website: 
http://www.cinergroup.com.tr/haberler/haber/1272891-ciner-atv-ve-sabahi-aldi 
22 http://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/media/detail/outlet/sabah/ 
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owners, Turgay Ciner and Dinc Bilgin . A year later, Sabah-ATV were sold to the only               23

bidder Turkuvaz Media Group, then-owned by Çalık Group , of which CEO was Berat             24

Albayrak , son-in-law of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the current Minister of Energy and             25

Natural Resources. Currently no information about neither Albayrak, nor Sabah-ATV          26

can be found from Çalik Holding’s website, although Albayrak was a CEO there for 6               

years between 2007 - 2013, and held the ownership of Sabah-ATV between 2008-2013.             

Why Çalık Holding prefers to keep this information out of its website is unknown. In               

June 16, 2016, Turkish hacktivist organization Redhack declared to have reached           

Albayrak’s personal e-mails worth of 17.3 gigabytes. The leaked e-mails show that            27

Albayrak was a decision maker in Powertrans, the company alleged to provide illicit oil              

transportation from the extremist wahhabist organization IS (Islamic State) to Turkey.   28

The last change of Sabah-ATV’s ownership was in 2013, when Çalık Group-owned            

Turkuvaz Media was sold to Zirve Holding , of which CEO is Ömer Faruk Kalyoncu,              29

the founder of Kalyon Group. Kalyon Group is involved in infrastructure, construction            30

and energy businesses, operating in highway projects, national and international water           

supply projects, metro line projects, as well as superstructure projects such as the 3rd              

Airport of Istanbul and Lütfi Kirdar Training and Research Facility. In 2004,            31

then-Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, as well as a group of former ministers in his               

party AKP, attended Kalyoncu’s wedding where Erdogan was a witness. The extent of             32

relations between Kalyoncu and Erdogan came into further questioning after the leaked            

23 Hürriyet’s article about TMSF confiscating ATV-Sabah 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/ekonomi/tmsf-atv-ve-sabaha-el-koydu-6248828 
24 http://arsiv.sabah.com.tr/2008/04/25/haber,9E487BC0D34346B581C8F8E01AD7E447.html 
25http://t24.com.tr/haber/enerji-bakani-olan-erdoganin-damadi-albayrak-enerji-devlerinden-calik-holdingi
n-ceosuydu,317827 
26 http://www.enerji.gov.tr/en-US/Pages/Biography retrieved on February 2018 
27 Cumhuriyet’s article explains how Redhack reached Albayrak’s information in detail           
http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/608331/RedHack_madde_madde_anlatti__Damat_Berat_in_
hesabi_nasil_ele_gecirildi_.html 
28 Albayrak’s hacked e-mails can be reached via Wikileaks https://wikileaks.org/berats-box/article 
The article of Wikileaks refers to the fact that Powertrans was the only company provided exception                
during a time of strict import control. Besides, a documentary crew working for RT reached invoices                
regarding the oil trade of IS, and interviewed a former IS Recruit captured by Kurds, who claimed that IS                   
sold oil to Turkey and there is no way that the Turkish government could not know about it. Link to                    
related RT article: https://www.rt.com/news/336967-isis-files-oil-turkey-exclusive/  
Link to related RT Documentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOERUP9miZ4 
29 http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/ekonomi/sabah-ve-atv-kalyona-satildi-25407253 
30 https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/owners/companies/detail/company/company/show/kalyon-group/ 
31 http://www.kalyongrup.com/en-us/projects/ongoing-projects.aspx date of viewing: 23.02.2018 
32 https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/owners/companies/detail/company/company/show/kalyon-group/ 
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tapes event in 2014. Media Ownership Monitor states that “According to the leaked             33

tapes, […] Erdogan himself organized the sale of media outlets that belonged to Calik              

Holding, to businessmen close to the government and these businessmen were promised            

to get public tenders for public projects in return. According to these tapes, […] Prime               

Minister Binali Yildirim was responsible for providing funding to various businessmen so            

that Kalyon Group could buy the media outlets.” In 2017, Kalyon İnşaat (Kalyon             34

Group’s construction company) was one of the companies in the Turkish consortium            

-along with Cengiz Holding and Kolin Insaat- aiming to be the shareholders for 49% of               

Akkuyu NPP.  In February 2018, however, the consortium decided to withdraw.  35 36

2.3.3. Milliyet 

Milliyet is owned by Demirören Holding, a family business alleged to have close ties              

with Erdoğan. Aside from media, it is active in energy (gas), tourism, real estate and               37

education sectors. Previously belonging to Doğan Holding, Milliyet was sold to           38

Demirören in 2011 and today 80% of Milliyet’s shares are divided between 3 members of               

Demirören family. The extent of Demirören’s relationship with Erdoğan became a           39

popular topic due to one of the leaked tapes in 2014. The tape in question consist of a                  40

phone conversation between Erdoğan and Demirören, in which Erdogan reprimands          

Demirören over the news article titled “İmralı Zabıtları” in Milliyet written by Namık             41

Durukan in December 28, 2013. In the beginning of the conversation Demirören            

33 A series of tapes were leaked that allegedly contain Erdogan’s private phone calls. The content of these                  
phone calls ranges from Erdogan asserting his son to remove the hidden millions of Euros from his home,                  
to the finances of media owners. The full list of tapes can be found on youtube:                
https://www.youtube.com/user/bascalan/videos 
34 https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/owners/companies/detail/company//kalyon-group/ 
35 From Akkuyu NPP’s official website 
http://www.akkunpp.com/turkish-companies-are-part-of-the-jsc-akkuyu-nuclear-shareholders/update 
36 
https://tr.sputniknews.com/rus_medyasi/201802061032126779-rbk-kolin-ve-kanyon-insaat-akkuyu-projes
inden-cekildi/ 
37 https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/owners/companies/detail/company/company/show/demiroeren-group/ 
38 http://www.demiroren.com.tr/en/# 
39 News regarding Milliyet’s sale 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/ekonomi/demiroren-karacan-ortakligi-milliyet-ve-vatan-i-satin-aliyor-176011
54 
Demirören’s shares of Milliyet https://turkey.mom-rsf.org/en/media/detail/outlet/milliyet/ 
40 Related tape: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHBJgxgDIP4 
41 The article contains the report of the secret meeting between 3 members of BDP (today’s HDP, a                  
political party representing the Kurdish movement, alleged to be linked to PKK) and Abdullah Öcalan               
(leader of PKK, jailed in Turkey and a key player in the peace process between Turkish government and                  
the Kurdish Movement). According to Durukan’s report, Öcalan made a series of claims ranging from               
himself being an important actor in preventing the Turkish National Intelligence Organization from             
staging a coup and arresting Erdogan, to supporting Erdogan’s presidency if Erdogan makes the right               
changes in the Parliamentary system.  
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addresses Erdogan as “boss” and at the end is heard crying as a result of Erdoğan’s                

threats (of hurting Demirören’s profits) and attitude. It should also be noted that the              42

article led to conflicts and controversy even before the tapes were exposed. The             

resignation of Hasan Cemal who was a prominent columnist in Milliyet is a direct result               

of the controversy and internal disputes in Milliyet about the article and journalistic             

practices.  43

Interestingly, despite having caused significant attention, the report cannot be found on            

Milliyet’s archive, rather, a very short summary of the report and a news piece about how                

it made the headlines in other newspapers can be found. Luckily, it is possible to see                 44

Nurman’s report from other newspaper’s web archives. Whether the absence of that            45

specific article in Milliyet’s web archives despite its popularity has any relation to the              

conversation taking place in the leaked tape is not known.  

2.3.4. Hürriyet 

Hürriyet, sometimes referred as the “flagship” of Turkish journalism (Alan, 2015: 106,            46

162,170) is the most read Turkish newspaper today. It was owned by Doğan Media              47

Group, which used to be the biggest media corporation in Turkey before it was sold to                

Demirören Holding on March 21, 2018. It was also Demirören Holding that, in 2011,              48

bought Dogan Media’s Vatan and Milliyet, the newspapers considered to be more critical             

of AKP. Aydın Doğan, the head of Doğan Holding was frequently targeted by Erdogan in               

some of his speeches since 2008 when Doğan Media Outlets started publishing about the              

Deniz Feneri e.V Scandal, in which the Germany-based religious Turkish charity           

organization was revealed to be involved in fraud and money laundering, and the suspects              

42 During the conversation Erdogan tells Demirören that he is not going to let any Milliyet journalist into                  
his plane anymore and frequently curses Demirören, Nurman, and the editor Derya Sazak. 
43 Cemal wrote an article celebrating the journalistic work in “İmralı Zabıtları”, and a day after his column                  
Erdogan targeted him directly, accusing him of damaging the peace process with the Kurds. After this                
Milliyet stopped publishing Cemal’s columns for two weeks, resulting in Cemal’s resignation. Sources:  
https://m.bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/145188-hasan-cemal-yazisi-yayinlanmayinca-milliyet-ten-ayrildi 
http://www.aljazeera.com.tr/haber/hasan-cemal-milliyetten-ayrildi 
https://www.evrensel.net/haber/51887/hasan-cemal-milliyetten-ayriliyor 
44Milliyet’s article about Durukan’s report making the headlines in other newspapers:           
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/tutanaklar-milliyet-i-mansetlere-tasidi-gundem-1675208/ 
45 E.g Cumhuriyet and Hürriyet’s archives; 
http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/diger/406516/iste_imrali_gorusmesinin_tutanaklari_.html 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/akp-ye-iktidari-altin-tepside-sunduk-22712286 
http://t24.com.tr/haber/iste-imralidaki-gorusmenin-tutanaklari,224711 
46 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2018/yazarlar/emin-colasan/hurriyet-gercekleri-2316966/ 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/yazarlar/nihat-demirkol/hurriyet-neden-amiral-gemisidir-40296913 
47 http://www.medyatava.com/tiraj  
48 http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/ekonomi/946308/Dogan_Medya_Grubu_satildi.html 
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claimed that among the accomplices are Zahid Akman, then-head of Turkey’s Radio and             

Television Supreme Court (RTÜK), and main opposition in the Parliament even           

interpreted that Erdoğan himself could also be involved based on what the suspects said              

during the trials. Such publications in Doğan Media angered Erdoğan and he started to              49

address Aydın Dogan personally in his speeches with hostility. In an interview with             

Aydın Doğan in 2008, he points out that Erdoğan wanted to silence his media due to its                 

independence and that he is not going to be a part of the culture of submission.   50

As a response, Erdoğan claimed that Doğan Media’s extensive coverage was related to             

the refusal of construction permission in the area of the Hilton Hotel owned by Aydın               

Dogan, and that’s why Doğan turned the Deniz Feneri e.V case into a smearing campaign               

against him. During the 2009 local election campaigns, Erdoğan started to target Doğan             51

Media, stating “do not buy, read, or bring those newspapers to your home” (Özkir, 2012:               

331,332). In the same year, Doğan Media was subjected to a record amount of tax               

penalty, the biggest tax penalty in the history of Turkey with the amount of 4.5 billion                

Turkish liras (about 2 billion Euros - 2009 ) on the basis of illegal practices in Doğan                52

Media’s selling 25% of its shares to Alex Springer, however the timing of the fine - the                 

intense power struggle between the two actors – led to questions about its actual purpose              

. 25 days before the 2011 elections, this fine was reduced to 940 million. The sale of                 53 54

Milliyet and Vatan newspapers of Doğan Media to Demirören Holding in the same year              

is considered as a result of such power dynamics between Doğan Media and Erdoğan              

(Alan, 2015: 183 – 185). 

49 An example from Hürriyet’s coverage of the case 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr//gundem/turkey-s-main-opposition-leader-claims-pm-involved-in-fraud-case-
9834566 
The newspaper Radikal, also owned by Dogan Holding explains Deniz Feneri case step by step 
http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/12-soruda-deniz-feneri-davasi-898145/ 
Another example 
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr//gundem/chpli-vekillerden-deniz-feneri-aciklamalari-9889835 
Deniz Feneri case in English 
http://www.dw.com/en/german-court-hands-down-jail-terms-in-islamic-charity-scandal/a-3652266 
50 http://www.hurriyet.com.tr//gundem/aydin-dogan-biat-etmeyiz-9842061 
51 https://m.bianet.org/bianet/ifade-ozgurlugu/109566-basbakan-da-aydin-dogan-da-bildiklerini-aciklasin 
52 http://paracevirici.com/doviz-arsiv/merkez-bankasi/gecmis-tarihli-doviz/2009/euro 
53http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/ekonomi/fetoden-dogan-grubuna-4-5-milyar-dolarlik-vergi-kumpasi-402977
65 
About the concerns of the International Press Institution 
http://bianet.org/bianet/ifade-ozgurlugu/116938-ipi-dogan-grubuna-ceza-bir-politik-hesaplasma-olmasin 
54 
http://www.haberturk.com/ekonomi/para/haber/631766-dogan-940-milyona-anlasti-5-milyarlik-borcunu-s
ildi 
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The changes of columnists in Hürriyet during the AKP regime could also provide             

interesting implications regarding its political profile. Columnists such as Emin Çölaşan           

(1989 - 2007), Bekir Coşkun (1992 – 2009), Oktay Ekşi (1966 – 2010), Özdemir İnce               

(2000 – 2012), and Rahmi Turan (1967 – 2012), all of whom had been working in                

Hürriyet for a long time and were harsh critics of Erdoğan and AKP either left their work                 

or were fired (Özkır, 2012: 344 – 350). Özkır argues that besides the leaving of such                

AKP-critics, some of the new columnists starting to write for Hürriyet such as Ahmet              

Hakan Coşkun (2005) who has a background of supporting political Islam, and especially             

Taha Akyol (2011) who has a neoliberal, pro-AKP stance, and whom was offered to fill               

the position of lead writer previously held by the fierce AKP critic Oktay Ekşi, reinforces               

the statement of Mehmet Ali Birand, a senior writer in Doğan Media, that “Hürriyet              

changes when the state changes, because it is always on the side of the state…I am not                 

saying that it is owned by the state…but it works for the state” (2012: 334, 347).  

The sale of Doğan Media Group to Demirören Holding in March 21, 2018 made              

Demirören Holding the most powerful media owner in Turkey, and led to even further              

concerns about the future of Turkish journalism which, as mentioned above, has been             

increasingly exposed to extreme intervention by the state and the media-owning           

corporations of which structure are mainly based on economic profitability.  55

What the above-mentioned elements indicate is that the ownership in Turkish mainstream            

media is practically inseparable from the exercise of politics on the state level. This              

entanglement has become even stronger and more visible during the AKP period and             

worked for the favor of AKP despite all the odds. The power play between the               

mainstream media owners and the state actors seems to dangerously undermine the            

independence that the journalists should be ensured in order to promote an environment             

of transparent and healthy interaction between the state, owners, journalists, and the            

audience. Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant is one of the biggest projects in the history of               

Turkey and based on the interest of investment by mainstream media owners towards             

mega projects, it leaves a lot of questions regarding its coverage. 

 

 

55 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/21/world/europe/turkey-media-erdogan-dogan.html 
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3. Literature Review 

In this section the research on the coverage of nuclear energy worldwide is explored, and               

a separate section for Turkey is included. The media attention that nuclear energy has              

received in history had its ups and downs, usually depending on the emergence of key               

events such as atomic bomb tests, protests, and power plant accidents (Kristiansen, 2017).             

Newspapers are among the primary sources to look when one intends to see the extent of                

controversy regarding nuclear energy. Examples can be found abundantly in many           

countries, spanning similar issues with different research approaches and highly          

interesting conclusions. It could be argued that the main motivation behind most of the              

researchers studying this topic is the idea that nuclear energy is an essential issue              

requiring not only public consent, but also critical scientific scrutiny. A usual practice is              

to look at how the topic and the debates are framed, to get a better understanding of the                  

constructed reality. Discussion of key studies and the critical / constructive evaluation of             

recent research regarding the newspapers’ coverage of nuclear energy are the two main             

points of this section. 

3.1. Coverage of nuclear energy in the news  

A key study in this area is conducted by Gamson and Modigliani (1989) who took the                

issue of nuclear power in the US media (“newsmagazines”, “TV”, “opinion columns” and             

“cartoons”) over more than 30-year time span and identified a set of “interpretive             

packages”. One of them is the “progress package” which is a part of the discourse of the                 

dual nature of nuclear energy especially throughout the 50s and 60s (e.g atoms for peace               

vs atoms for war) which mainly emphasized the usefulness of nuclear energy in             

developing societies towards a better, more efficient, advanced, thriving future rather           

than using them for war that have catastrophic consequences like never seen before. They              

argued that progress package presented a very limited approach to the discussions            

regarding nuclear energy and was not exposed to much challenge until 70s, when new              

packages emerged such as the “energy independence” package which emphasized the           

need for nuclear energy to reduce dependence of importing energy resources from other             

nations; “soft paths package” which advocated utilizing alternative sources (such as wind            

as solar) in a decentralized way; “public accountability” package which was based on             

criticizing the private ownership and personal profit-focused management of nuclear          

power plants, paying attention to the suggestion that in practice it essentially served the              
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interests of the economic elite rather than the public, by for example undermining or              

lobbying against other non-fossil fuel energy sources; and “not cost effective” package            

referring to the delays and problems in construction and operation of NPPs, arguing that              

the costs outweigh the benefits (Gamson and Modigliani, 1989: 11-17). As they            

investigated further (1989: 20 - 25), they discovered new packages, such as “runaway” (a              

“fatalistic and resigned more than opposed” position) and “devil’s bargain” (a           

combination of pronuclear packages with the runaway package). They found out that the             

prominence of packages shift over time (for example, progress package is a lot more              

common in the 50s and 60s compared to later decades as the devil’s bargain and runaway                

take the lead). In news’ coverage of nuclear energy and in framing research, this is one of                 

the most referred, fundamental studies to look at.  

In her research of the coverage of nuclear energy by 3 major newspapers in the UK (The                 

Daily Mail, The Mirror, and The Independent) between September 2005 - January 2008,             

Doyle (2011) looked at whether the newspapers contributed to the reframing of nuclear             

energy by the British government. She found out that to none of the newspapers              

completely endorsed the official discourse of nuclear energy as a less risky option for              

climate, however the endorsement of opposition to nuclear energy in all the newspapers             

decreased over time. For Daily Mail, the endorsement of nuclear energy was directed             

towards energy security / independence from foreign sources narrative, which          

complements to the “energy independence” package argued by Gamson and Modigliani’s           

(1989) analysis of US media. She found that although the newspaper had a pro-nuclear              

stance, it did not comply with the government’s reframing of it as a low-carbon, safer               

energy, due to its discourse on climate change as “exaggerated and unreal”. For The              

Independent, she observed that although being the most consistent newspaper pointing to            

the shortfalls of nuclear energy and thus being critical of the government’s discourse,             

recurrent shifts in its outlook emerged over the years, as her findings suggested that              

although there was still space for anti-nuclear voices such as Greenpeace and Friends of              

the Earth , the government and industry voices started to be prioritized more routinely              

and the reproduction of official discourse triggered after October 2006. Lastly, The            

Mirror, while emphasizing the need for public engagement, mostly gave way to the             

energy security / independence argument, and according to her, its support on nuclear             

energy over time increased significantly. The biggest issue she discovered with all three             

newspapers was that “citizen voices are not accessed, nor specific about the consultation             
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process (how people can get involved), thus limiting the possibilities for public            

engagement” (Doyle, 2011: 122). Doyle’s research can be considered complementary to           

the one made by Bickerstaff et al. (2008) who delved into the reframing of nuclear energy                

by the British government, from the viewpoint of audiences. Her findings can be a part of                

the explanation of Bickerstaff et al.’s conclusion that the audience had a “reluctant             

acceptance” towards nuclear energy. 

In their study regarding the framing of Kudankulam nuclear power project in India, Aram              

et. al (2014), looked at the parameters of episodic framing and thematic framing present              

in two major newspapers (The Hindu and Times of India, between 1 February 2011 and               

31 January 2012) and derived the 6 frames laid out by Nielsen and Kjærgaard to operate                

on their own research. In their derivation they determined the frames as “policy making,              

public understanding, scientific research, technology, economic, ethics” (Aram et. al,          

2014: 36). Their justification stemmed from their argument that the project bringing forth             

the issues of “livelihood and displacement” of people which fueled India’s anti-nuclear            

movement and looking at media coverage would illuminate the important aspects of the             

formation of public opinion (Aram et. al, 2014: 33). They concluded that there were              

many differences between the two newspapers in regards to their frames, however, both             

were heavily involved in “manufacturing consent”. What mainly lacks in their study was             

any reference to the theoretical basis behind episodic framing and thematic framing (not             

even to Shanto Iyengar’s book) and a proper justification of their choice to go with               

Nielsen and Kjærgaard’s 6 frames that they derived for their study, let alone pointing out               

the reasons behind choosing a deductive approach (Vreese, 2005: 53, 54) and its possible              

limitations (Matthes and Kohring, 2008; Kuypers, 2009).  

Although it was possible to find some criticism towards nuclear energy in Indian             

mainstream media, the situation does not look similar in China. A longitudinal study             

between 2004 - 2013 on two Chinese mainstream newspapers showed that the coverage             

was mostly in favor of Chinese government’s pursuit of nuclear energy, emphasizing            

“environmental benefits”, “safety” generally found in neutral-looking “informational        

subthemes”, which largely avoided a critical evaluation in terms of their risk (Wang et. al,               

2014: 220-222). These being said, rather than looking for binaries such as pro / anti               

nuclear words / phrases, they approached the data by “directly focusing on the article              

content and variability of data” (2014: 221). Advocating avoidance of merely looking for             
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binaries is a healthy approach for research as it is a step towards preventing              

oversimplification. Culley et al. (2010: 508) also emphasize that purely informational text            

found in newspaper articles tend to implicitly support or oppose an idea via making some               

information visible and some invisible, as a concluding remark to their research on the              

coverage of nuclear energy in Georgia, US. 

A key event that triggered researchers to study the coverage of nuclear energy in the 21st                

century is the Fukushima accident. The significance of the Fukushima accident in            

effecting media coverage in other parts of the world can be validated when one looks at                

the coverage in Switzerland and especially Germany. An analysis of leading newspapers            

in Germany, Switzerland, France and Britain put forward that after the Fukushima            

accident, much of the published material from Switzerland and especially Germany           

started to contain a significantly skeptical / critical outlook on nuclear energy in their own               

country, meanwhile in France and Britain the relativization of Fukushima accident to            

domestic nuclear policies was far less common (Kepplinger and Lemke, 2015).  

The authors argue that this relativization of Fukushima accident as a means to oppose and               

de-legitimize nuclear energy is an example of “instrumental actualization” within a           

“mediatized conflict”. According to this hypothesis, by emphasizing certain aspects of a            

particular event and giving more voice to certain actors than others, a medium may to               

strengthen one (policy) position over the other (Kepplinger and Lemke, 2015: 352 - 355).              

In the end, they concluded that in the mediatized conflict of nuclear energy in those               

countries, Swiss and especially German newspapers, Fukushima accident was         

instrumentalized to oppose their domestic nuclear energy in comparison to French and            

British newspapers which were more oriented to sticking to report about the accident             

itself without connecting it to their own nuclear policy. Their study shows how different              

the coverage could be depending on the country, however they do not mention how the               

concept of “instrumental actualization” or “mediatized conflict” relate to and differ from            

the older yet very similar concepts such as agenda setting, gatekeeping, framing etc. It              

can be argued that there is an intriguing idea, however, without linking or referring to               

concepts where similar opinions are explored, there would be a problem when attempting             

to establish a solid theoretical basis. 

Another issue with Kepplinger and Lemke’s conclusion regarding the instrumental          

actualisation of anti-nuclear discourse in German newspapers is the lack of emphasis            
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towards how the key policy makers themselves had a shift of opinion towards nuclear              

energy after Fukushima accident. As Arlt and Wolling’s (2016: 849) research on 7             

German newspapers’ coverage demonstrates, before Fukushima accident “less than one          

third (31%) presented strong views against further use of nuclear energy, after the             

Fukushima accident, almost three-quarters (73%) argued for a nuclear phase-out” and this            

shift was specifically observable for the state actors. Of course, this can not be the               

complete explanation either as the newspapers covered the actors from the opposition            

groups slightly more (6% more coverage of opposition politicians and 4% more coverage             

of anti-nuclear activists) (Arlt and Wolling, 2016: 848), however, it could be argued that              

the change of support towards nuclear energy might be explained better by looking at the               

opinion shifts by policy makers rather than the newspapers who report them.  

Prioritizing politicians when covering nuclear energy is criticised by Perko et. al. (2012)             

who investigated the coverage of Krisko NPP in Slovenia where a minor event classified              

as level 0 by International Nuclear Event Scale took place. They argue that countries that               

already had a heated debate about nuclear, namely Germany and Italy, contained not only              

more reports on the event than Slovenia itself, but also weaponized it to fuel their               

anti-nuclear agenda by highlighting the safety / risk aspects rather than the technical             

aspects, due to the fact that newspapers covered politicians way more than what they call               

“resident experts” (for example, the authors hint that the independent Nuclear Safety            

Administration of Slovenia would provide more grounded, rational discourse than          

politicians) (Perko et. al., 2012: 60, 61). They, however, do not explore why such              

prioritization exists, and do not pose questions about the functions of media systems. 

It is possible to say that the coverage of nuclear energy in media is an understudied topic                 

in Turkey. Even the research on a bigger theme such as environmental journalism Turkey              

is scarce which makes it hard to make suggestions about its history. From what is               

available, it could be said that the reporting of issues by mass media such as water                

pollution, air pollution, environmental regulations, biodiversity etc. do not tend to           

increase every year, rather, it fluctuates (Yumlu, 1997). Yumlu’s research on reporting of             

such issues in a 6 year span (1990 – 1995) by 23 newspapers show that there was no                  

consistency of attention to environmental issues on a yearly basis (1997: 121). Since             

Kumlu’s research includes 3 of the newspapers used in my research; Hürriyet, Milliyet,             

and Sabah, it provides an opportunity to look into their history of covering environmental              
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issues. Based on her findings, it is possible to say that despite the fluctuation of the                

amount of coverage, Hürriyet and Milliyet had more overall content about environmental            

issues than Sabah (Yumlu, 1997: 122, 123). As the  

There does not seem to be nationwide research on either the media coverage of or the                

public consent towards nuclear energy in Turkey, however interviews conducted in the            

areas where the nuclear power plants are going to be built suggest that the perception               

regarding the benefits and dangers of nuclear energy range from reducing fossil fuel use              

and import of fossil fuels and generating electricity regardless of the climate conditions,             

to catastrophic accident risks and unsolved waste issue (Akyüz, 2017: 6-9).  
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4. Methodology 

In this chapter I briefly introduce my methodological approach to analysing news, and             

explain the theoretical foundations, discussions and criticisms of the method adopted for            

this research, which is framing analysis. A mixed approach of quantitative and qualitative             

findings are presented, plenty of simple numerical data are provided (see chapter 5 and              

appendix), however the data rely on categorisations and the relations through my own             

interpretations (see also chapter 6). For quantitative research, “a researcher needs a            

systematic way of measuring the phenomena under investigation” (Leedy and Ormrod,           

2015: 27), and for this research, the systematic way of measuring is implemented through              

simple manual counting of the elements emerging via assigning codes, some of which             

require my own interpretation. Strauss and Corbin (1990:17) define qualitative research           

as “any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical               

procedures or other means of quantification.” The data and conclusions in this research             

rely on both the systematic counting characteristics of quantitative research, and the            

interpretive, subjective characteristics of qualitative research. In varying degrees the          

integration of qualitative and quantitative methods is a common practice among           

researchers. This mixed method can be defined as “[...]an intellectual and practical            

synthesis based on qualitative and quantitative research; it is the third methodological or             

research paradigm (along with qualitative and quantitative research).” (Johnson et. al,           

2007: 129). 

4.1. Framing and Mass Media 

Framing as a subject of study can be found in many different fields (Van Gorp, 2007: 60,                 

61; Pan and Kosicki, 1993: 56, 57, Scheufele, 1999: 300-302) so it has remained “a               

fractured paradigm” (Entman, 1993). To have a better grasp of framing specific to this              

research, particular focus is given on the discussions regarding framing in mass media             

studies. A set of fundamental studies, definitions and theoretical discussions are           

addressed. Although the abstract and complicated nature of framing has reigned supreme            

and made it very difficult to form a unified theory, framing analysis has proven to be one                 

of the most sought after methods in mass media research, where it is typically carried out                

to identify the (hidden or obvious) messages, the purpose, and the socio-cultural            

implications of mass communication; especially in journalism, culture, and policy          

making.  
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The theoretical understanding behind the leading mass media scholars studying framing           

is mainly rooted in the works of Goffman (1974), Tuchman (1978), and Gitlin (1980).              

Goffman (1974:10,11) defined frames as “principles of organization which govern events           

-at least social ones- and our subjective involvement in them” and put forward that              

organized within frames are “strips”, a strip meaning a piece out of the “stream of               

ongoing activity” in our lives. He suggested that a single frame or multiple frames              

initially act as a “schemata of interpretation” - which he also calls “primary frameworks”              

that let people to “locate, perceive, identify, and label seemingly infinite number of             

concrete occurrences” (1974: 21).  

Laying the groundwork for framing in mass media studies resulted in a variety of              

theoretical and rhetorical discussions, making it a rich area. However this variety brought             

some challenges, for example a kind of “conceptual vagueness” (Van Gorp, 2005: 486) as              

the fragmented and multidisciplinary nature of framing baffled the researchers when it            

came to establishing a very solid scholarly basis.  

D’Angelo and Kuypers (2010: 2, 3) point out that there have been different             

identifications of framing, for example as a “theory”, an “approach”, a           

“multiparadigmatic research program”, a “paradigm”, an “analytical technique” etc. and          

the how and where of framing can lead to confusion.  

Although some of the leading scholars in the field made crucial definitions of frame              

(Gitlin, 1980; Gamson and Lasch, 1981: 2,3; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Tankard et.             

al, 1991: 11; Kuypers, 2009: 182, Reese, 2001: 11-19), Entman’s (1993) definition is             

arguably the most viable in terms of the convenience of applicability to a methodological              

context, as can be seen from the scrutiny of Matthes and Kohring (2008). Therefore, for               

practical reasons Entman’s definition is emphasized in this research over others.  

Entman (1993: 52) put forward that “to frame is to select some aspect of a perceived                

reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote                 

a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment          

recommendation for the item described.” The applicability of this definition to find            

frames in this research is further discussed in the research design section. 

Entman’s (1993: 52) description of the functions of framing provides another basis in             

categorising the ways in which frames are structured. Entman proposed that the frames             
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“define problems”, “diagnose causes”, “make moral judgements”, and “suggest         

remedies”. Of course, this does not mean that a word or a sentence is obliged to contain                 

all these elements, as he puts forward that “[...]a frame in any particular text may not                

necessarily include all those functions” (1993: 52). A central role in newsmaking is the              

aspect of “salience” which Entman defines as “making a piece of information more             

noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences”, however, he also admits that           

salience may not always make the intended impact on the audience (1993: 53).  

A great variety of topics and themes have been used as cases for framing studies and                

analysis. A major event like the European elections (Schuck et. al., 2013), crises like              

climate change (Aklin and Urpelainen, 2013), poverty (Redden 2011), terrorism (Fahmy,           

2010), war (Dimitrova and Connolly-Ahern, 2007), nuclear disaster (Choi and Lee,           

2017), a political controversy like Brexit (Khabaz, 2018); all can be framed in many              

different ways and reflect many opposing and / or different points of view. 

4.2. Data Collection 

There approach for collecting data is straightforward in this research. The most            

convenient option for finding news articles related to the case of Akkuyu Nuclear Power              

Plant was to use the search engines found in the selected newspapers’ websites and sort               

out the parameters and frame components by using Atlas.ti software. Three newspapers            

(Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah) are selected on the basis of their weekly circulation and the              

availability of their archives for the selected time frames based on the 4 periods              

mentioned in section 1.2. The keyword “akkuyu” is used for all the time periods.              

Information regarding the weekly circulation numbers was received from the website           

medyatava . The number of social media followers had to be left out due to lack of                56

information regarding the time frames chosen in the study. 

Based on the information provided by medyatava, one could see that the newspapers             

Zaman and Posta usually have the highest circulation rates consistently throughout the            

years, however, they could not be included in this study for the reasons that Zaman was                

shut down and its whole archive was wiped out from the internet, and Posta is a tabloid                 

newspaper that does not contain sufficient amount of news for this study. Another             

newspaper that had to be left out was Habertürk, which ranks among the newspapers with               

56 For a typical weekly circulation example see https://www.medyatava.com/tiraj/2011-08-22 
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high circulation rates usually coming after Milliyet. Habertürk would have made a great             

contribution to this study due to its owner’s relations with Erdoğan, if it weren’t for its                

dysfunctional search engine and their disinterest in fixing it. Besides Habertürk, the            

newspaper Türkiye was also considered for data collection, as it is among the most read               

newspapers throughout the chosen timelines for the events, and it has an interesting case              

of ownership in regards to relations with Erdogan. However due to the low number of its                

news it had to be left out. It has close to 90 news articles regarding Akkuyu in its archive                   

as of April 2019, however when it comes to narrowing it down to the timelines of the                 

chosen events, the newspaper provides barely any content. This fact, however, is still             

important as it can be considered as a signifier of what the newspaper considers as key                

aspects for Akkuyu NPP and nuclear energy in Turkey. Consequently, I had to reduce the               

number of newspapers for data collection in this research from 5 to 3, and it was still                 

possible to get a relatively decent amount of news articles.  

4.3. Research Design : Identifying Frames and Conducting Frame Analysis 

Framing analysis can be carried out based on quantitative and qualitative analysis as well              

as a combination of two. This research combines both of these methods, however, its              

characteristic gravitates towards a more qualitative direction as it is based on the             

approaches adopted by the previous research dominating the theoretical and          

methodological aspects of framing in mass media mentioned above. What constitutes a            

frame in the context of this research, and how the frames are going to be located are                 

explained after a brief exploration of previous research and discussions.  

Identifying frames in news articles for a comprehensive analysis requires a lot of             

scrutiny. As a starting point, one could take Entman’s idea that “frames have at least four                

locations in the communication process: the communicator, the text, the receiver, and the             

culture (1993: 52). Here in this research, the focus is on the text. According to Gamson                

and Lasch (1981: 4) a set of “framing devices” can be observed such as “metaphors,               

exemplars, catch-phrases, depictions, and visual images”. Similarly, Entman (1991: 7)          

stated that “news frames are constructed and embodied in the keywords, metaphors,            

concepts, symbols and visual images”. One of the first things that could be done for               

identifying frames is to look for the main ideas (salience) in the text. Making an idea /                 

narrative more salient usually means rendering other ideas / narratives less visible or             

completely invisible (Entman, 1991: 7). Looking for repeated words / phrases in a news,              
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for example, can be a good start. Pan and Kosicki (1993: 59-64) suggest categorising              

frames in accordance with the “four structural dimensions of news discourse: syntactical            

structure, script structure, thematic structure, and rhetorical structure.”  

Vreese (2005:53, 54) mentions “inductive” and “deductive” approaches to identifying          

frames: in inductive approach, there is no predetermined criteria for identifying frames,            

they are laid out during the unpacking of the analysed material; and in deductive              

approach the criteria for identifying frames are predetermined, which means researcher           

knows already what to look for. He also describes the dichotomy of “issue specific” news               

frames and “generic news frames”: according to him, issue specific news frames focus on              

a single issue and the researchers tend to come up with new frames which are way too                 

specific to be generalized and compared, and for this reason they do not make much               

contribution to the theoretical literature while generic news frames are associated with            

broad issues from which coherent hypotheses regarding the general journalistic structures           

can be made (Vreese, 2005: 55-60). However, Matthes and Kohring (2008) argue that             

using generic frames via deductive approach might not solve the problem of the             

researcher willingly or unwillingly forcing the narrative of the research itself upon the             

predetermined frames. They also argue that such method is too “inflexible” to identify             

new frames in an advancing issue (2008: 262, 263). Kuypers (2009: 198) also seems to               

argue against the deductive approach, with his statement “it is very easy to ‘discover’ a               

frame and then impose it upon the remainder of the rhetorical artifact.[...] That is to say,                

do not assume a particular frame is operating and then go look for it. The best framing                 

analyses allow the rhetorical artefacts to speak for themselves.”  

Matthes and Kohring’s solution towards identification comes from the careful          

examination of Entman’s (1993) definition mentioned above (in section 4.1). They admit            

that although definitions provided by, for example, Gamson and Modigliani (1987),           

Gitlin (1980) and others are essential to understand the process of framing, they do not               

necessarily provide sufficient guidelines in terms of specifying a frame from a text, and              

for this reason they turn to Entman’s definition, which serves as a decent basis for               

specific frame identification (2008: 264).  

Following their proposal, the first step for identification of frames in this research is to               

apply Entman’s definition for the initial selection criteria. This way, the legitimization of             

the new emerging frames is not reduced to more abstract explanation such as “a careful               
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reading of texts” etc., because Entman’s definition emphasizes a set of components as the              

foundation for the emerging frames (problem definition, causal attribution, moral          

evaluation, treatment recommendation). Matthes and Kohring (2008: 266 - 268)          

attributed “problem definition” to “both the central issue under investigation and the most             

important actor”; “causal attribution” to “[...] who was deemed responsible for the risks             

and benefits [...]” of the issue (secondary actors etc); and “moral evaluation” to the              

examination of the risks / benefits related to the topic. After detecting the individual              

components in news articles, they grouped them separately and looked for patterns in             

those groups. They located the emerging frames based on the patterns that they observed.              

I follow a similar mindset in this research, however I do not replicate all the steps they                 

took. The primary difference in this research is that I sort out the categories of frame                

elements manually rather than letting a software identify as implemented by researchers            

such as Matthes and Kohring (2008), who utilize a software-led approach called            

“hierarchical cluster analysis”, Burscher et. al (2016), who used a combination of            

k-means cluster analysis and automatic sentiment analysis, and Shah et al. (2002), who             

used “ideodynamic model”. There is still a computer software in use called Atlasti for              

sorting and coding data here, however, no automated process is executed as all the data               

components and codes are managed manually by myself.  

Adopting a similar mindset to Matthes and Kohring’s approach, this research takes the             

four functions of framing described by Entman as the four frame components in the news               

articles. The component “problem definition” in a news article is based on an overall look               

towards what issues are emphasized as problem and in what way. Problem definition(s)             

of a news article can be present in any part of the text, or may not even exist at all. For                     

example, a news story about the latest developments in Akkuyu NPP project without             

referral to any concern or criticism (for example in an environmental or economic sense)              

is highly likely to be exempt from a problem definition. In contrast, a news story where a                 

protestor is interviewed, or one that contains a state actor’s claim that the resistance              

towards nuclear energy is a plan by malicious forces to halt the development of Turkey,               

is considered to have a clear problem statement. The component “causal interpretation” is             

based on actor attribution (such as who is held responsible for the problem, and / or who                 

is deemed as the authority to talk about the topic). The moral evaluation is based on the                 

ethical considerations present in the article (e.g quotations from individuals claiming           

nuclear energy stimulating economic growth or posing a threat to the environment). The             
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moral evaluation and problem definition may act as the justification for the last             

component, the treatment recommendation, which is based on the presented ideas           

regarding what to do about Akkuyu NPP (e.g stop the project / go forward with the                

project; and the ways with which such an action can be implemented). The frames are               

revealed once the frame components are detected, grouped, and interpreted for all the             

timelines corresponding to the 4 key events. To detect the frame components, I decided to               

apply a set of sub-components with which I can fully interact with a news text 

4.5. Coding the Sub-Components : Topic, Actor, Quotation, and Quotation          

Summary 

Although Entman’s components provide a scope to examine frames, they still offer a lot              

of room for interpretation, thus, to not get trapped by the temptation to make up or force                 

frames, components themselves should have boundaries. I define these boundaries via           

sub-components connected to the small units of observation. Since this research is based             

on analysing texts in news articles, the sub-components are defined in accordance with             

what one would typically encounter in a news text. Here they are determined as topic,               

actor, quotation, and quotation summary. The topic sub-component’s purpose, as can be            

predicted, is to reveal the main and side topics defined within the scope of Akkuyu NPP.                

Actors refer to the main individuals, institutions, and groups present in news articles.             

Quotations refer to the quoted statements of the actors, and quotation summary refers to              

the main idea of a statement quoted in the news article. Outlining the relationship              

between frame components and sub-components is a necessary step, however, the           

sub-components do not mean much unless their interaction with the text is understood             

clearly.  

When detected, each sub-component should be neatly connected to their relevant parts in             

the text. This connection is established through coding. Thus here it can be said that a                

code means the package of information emerged by connecting a sub-component to its             

corresponding part in the text. To avoid informational bloating, the sub-components are            

mostly coded categorically. The contents of the grouped codes are briefly explained in             

the results section and laid out in the appendix in detail. The following sections explain               

which part of the text is relevant to the sub-components and provide examples. 
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4.5.1 Topic 

The topic in a news article is coded through the merging of the emphasis present in the                 

headline, subheadline(s) and the first paragraph. For example, a lawsuit filed by an NGO              

towards the Turkish government emphasized in this merger, is coded as “topic: lawsuit”.             

Any other lawsuit regarding Akkuyu NPP from other organizations or individuals are            

coded the same way so long as the information is found within these boundaries. Another               

example could be given for a news article about the signing of the Akkuyu NPP deal                

between Russia and Turkey, where the merging of the headline, subheadline and opening             

paragraph mainly describe the general procedures of the deal taking place between            

Russian and Turkish officials. In such cases the code is “topic: procedural/other”, as there              

is a need to categorize the general, ordinary processes behind Akkuyu NPP. If the              

emphasis of the information is on the relations between Russia and Turkey, then the              

corresponding section is coded as “topic: Russia - Turkey relations”. To be more clear, it               

is related to the extent of information and emphasis available within the location             

attributed to the topic. If the merging of headline, subheadline and opening paragraph             

only describe the fact that Russian officials visited Turkey to sign the deal, then the code                

is “topic: procedural/other”, however, if the merger emphasizes the statements from           

Russian / Turkish officials about, for example, deepening of the relations between the two              

countries, then the code is “topic: Russia - Turkey relations”. This means that figuring out               

what exactly is emphasized is based on how much information and emphasis is available.              

If there is equal amount of information on multiple topics available in the merger, then               

specific attention is given to the headline and subheadline. If there is still the persistence               

of multiple topics even without the consideration of first paragraph, then multiple topics             

are coded.  

4.5.2. Actor, quotation, and quotation summary 

All the main actors mentioned in an article are coded and categorized under certain code               

groups. Forming these groups is necessary as there are many individuals involved in             

opposition and supporting side, and such individuals mostly represent a certain           

organisation such as an ngo, chamber, government body, political party, or a company.             

For example, a parliament member, depending on his/her position, is coded as            

“parliamentary support”, “parliamentary opposition”, or “other” (in the case that his/her           

position is unclear). In each news article, once an individual is attributed to the actor code                

and tied to a group, the same individual is not coded under the actors a second time. For                  
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quotations however, the same individuals may be coded and linked to their groups             

multiple times in the same article depending on certain criteria. Entering the quotation             

code for the same actor multiple times requires the actor’s quotation to be interrupted by               

the quotation of another actor. To give an example, let’s assume Erdoğan is coded at               

paragraph 1, and Putin is coded at paragraph 2, then Erdoğan is coded again at paragraph                

3. In such a case the code “quotation: Erdoğan” is entered twice. The reason for this is the                  

assumption that doing so can help answer one of the research questions: “which sources              

journalists tend to refer the most?” 

The main ideas found in quotations are coded as “quotation summary” followed usually             

by a very brief summary of the statement. However, it should be noted that not all                

statements are coded. To code a statement, it should contain an argument, due to the               

purpose of understanding how both sides legitimise their position, and which side’s            

efforts for legitimacy is more visible. The term “legitimacy” is considered in its             

secondary definition, which is the “ability to be defended with logic or justification,             

validity”. It should also be noted that the number of arguments shown in the results               57

refer to the number of times each argument is mentioned. For example, if 2 different               

supporting arguments are mentioned 5 times, the number of supporting arguments will be             

10.  

Overall, the frame components are attempted to be found via 4 sub-components: Topic,             

actor, quotation, and quotation summary,. Choosing these makes it available to attain a             

systematic view in which almost no part of a news text is left out. When all these                 

sub-components are identified and categorized, the next step is to structure them in             

accordance with the bigger unit, namely the frame components used in this research:             

Problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and treatment        

recommendation. Problem definition is related to what is represented as a problem. It can              

be considered as a combination of all the components, however the backbone of problem              

definition is found in quotation summaries which consist of arguments for or against             

Akkuyu NPP. Causal interpretation represents the relationship between actors and topics /            

events. Moral evaluation and treatment recommendations are also identified from          

quotation summaries.  

57 Definitions taken from Lexico, an online dictionary collaborating with Oxford University:            
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/legitimacy 
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4.6. Validity and Ethics 

As mentioned above (in the section 4.2), a considerable effort was made in this research               

to learn from the mistakes of a lot of researchers in the field that fell into the trap of                   

ambiguity when conducting frame analysis. The selection criteria is determined with the            

mindset of eliminating the danger of “detecting” frames based on vague elements, as             

warned by Van Gorp (2005) and Vreese (2005). These factors, however, do not             

completely eliminate the potential shortfalls of this research. Before getting into those, it             

has to be pointed out that since all the collected data is attributed to the publicly available                 

information provided by newspapers, no violation of intellectual property rights can be            

applicable. As to the shortfalls of this study, the reader should be mindful of the limited                

time frame in regards to general statements and conclusions made. Although this study             

looks at the coverage of news in different years and periods, it will not be as                

comprehensive as a study that looks at, for example the coverage of the topic in the entire                 

archive of the newspapers. One might also find that choosing only three newspapers even              

though they are among the most read ones wouldn’t necessarily make it sufficient to              

reach general conclusions about mainstream media in Turkey. In terms of the number of              

users, there is no data in regards to how many people clicked the articles, so the factor of                  

audience engagement is another vague aspect of the research. However, it is assumed in              

this research that even if it was possible to reach information regarding the number of               

readers online, the chosen newspapers in this research would be among the top.  

Another element that could draw attention as a shortfall is the research’s sole focus on               

news articles and not columns. One reason that I don’t focus on columns in this research                

is that they would require a different set of sub-components, as they are not news pieces,                

thus they would require different research design. The categorization and coding in            

columns would differentiatie so much that they would require a separate research,            

especially when considering the fact that the news articles contain little to no overtly              

expressed opinions of the author.  

4.6.1. Framing by the audiences: Why it is important and why it is not a part of this                  

research 

Framing analysis do not necessarily have to be carried out towards the carrier of the               

message, be it the text, picture, video, the producer etc. It can also be done to analyse the                  

process of the audience receiving and making sense of the message. A news story is               
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created via the framing of the reporter(s), and then the story is once again framed by the                 

audiences that engage with it. To be more precise, a particular event is interpreted and               

presented by a witness (e.g journalist). Then there is the “production”, of which purpose              

is to represent the interpretation of the witness (e.g the news story produced by the               

journalist). Next, there are the audiences who engage with this production and then make              

their own interpretation. Another layer of interpretation may take place when the            

audiences discuss the presented reality among themselves. This may lead to a widespread             

public discussion which may be turned into another news story. The process of framing,              

in essence can consist all of these steps and more. As Entman (1991: 7) points out, “there                 

is a reciprocal relationship between frames in the text and these event schemata or frames               

in the audience’s thinking.” Vreese (2005: 51) defined the first process (of journalist             

reporting) as “frame building” and the latter as “frame setting” (the interplay between             

media frames and audience predisposition) and argued that depending on the nature of a              

particular research; specification, categorization and a more solid definition of frames is            

crucial to avoid inconsistency. 

In practice, framing in mass media could also function as a tool for “ideological contest”                

(Pan and Kosicki, 2001: 35-40). When one looks at the role that mass media play in                

shaping society, it would make sense for powerful institutions, politicians, the wealthy            

class, civil rights organizations etc. to fight for harnessing media framing to their best              

interests to maintain and develop their status so that the audiences have a favorable frame               

towards them. This can be particularly observed, for example when there is a dominant              

narrative led by a single frame in mainstream newspapers, the ideas promoted by that              

narrative can be agreed upon by the majority of readers (Entman 1991: 8).  

Although the significance of the framing by the audiences is admitted, this research is not               

directed towards it, due to the fact that overcoming the problems with figuring out the               

constituents and characteristics of “audience” (How many people to reach / interview?            

From which part of the country? Which newspapers do they read? How much they know               

about Akkuyu NPP and to what extent did they get this information from newspapers?              

Do they have a fixed opinion on the issue? etc.) requires a completely different set of                

tools. Identifying frames for the news articles may have its own potential issues of              

validity to begin with (Vreese, 2005; Van Gorp, 2007; Matthes and Kohring, 2008) and              

adding the element of audience might not be ideal for this research.  
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5. Results 

The number of news articles in each newspaper for each time frame as well as the topics,                 

actors, quotations, and quotation summaries are presented below. Due to duplicates and            

the articles without Akkuyu NPP as a main topic, not all the results are chosen for                

analysis. The total number of news articles chosen and analysed is 199 (84 in Hürriyet, 74                

in Milliyet, and 41 in Sabah). 

Actors, quotations and quotation summaries are all laid out in code groups while topics              

do not always contain grouped codes. Because there are many explanations from            

supporters and opposition, quotation summaries are divided into 2 grand categories:           

arguments for support, and arguments for opposition (to the project). Brief explanations            

of the findings are provided under each table and the details regarding the contents of the                

code groups can be found in Appendix.  

Before moving on to the data, certain aspects should be made clear so that any possible                

confusion is eliminated. For example, one could at times see “protest” and “general             

opposition” as topics in the same period and may wonder what exactly is the difference.               

Because the protests are very specific, I decided to present them as a different category               

than press statements or interviews with the members of the opposition. For this reason,              

when the opposing declarations from ngos, chambers, experts, parliament members etc.           

are made, they are collected under “general opposition” as a topic, while protests will              

always have their separate category. Similarly, when the statements of the opposing sides             

are elevated as a headline, they are collected under the topic of “support from officials”.               

The reason that I did not name it as “general support” is that all the supporting                

declarations that are used in the headlines belong to the Turkish state, Russian state, or               

Rosatom officials. 

5.1. 12 May 2010 - 31 July 2010  

The number of news articles chosen in this period are as follows;  

Hürriyet: 14 

Milliyet: 17 

Sabah: 5 

Topics Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Russia - Turkey 2 0 1 
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relations 

Protest 2 0 0 

General Opposition 2 3 0 

Lawsuit 2 2 1 

Other / procedural 6 12 3 

Table 1.1 

All the newspapers mention lawsuit filed by the opposition party. Milliyet and Hürriyet             

also bring forth general opposition while Sabah contains no mention of opposition except             

for one news articles mentioning opposition party’s lawsuit. 

Actors  Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
support 

10  7 5 

Russian officials 6 5 3 

Parliamentary 
opposition 

5 4 1 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

9 7 0 

Table 1.2 

In the table above it can be seen that while Hürriyet and Milliyet mention the opposition                

more, especially the non-governmental actors, Sabah mentions a single source of           

opposition who is a parliament member from the opposition party.  

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
support 

3 1 3 

Russian officials 2 0 1 

Parliamentary 
opposition 

4 3 1 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

7 5 0 

Table 1.3 
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The parliamentary actors and non-parliamentary opposition actors are quoted equally in           

Hürriyet and Milliyet while in Sabah the parliamentary support takes the lead. No             

non-parliamentary opposition is quoted in Sabah. 

Quotation 
Summaries 

Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Arguments for 
support 

5 3 3 

Arguments for 
opposition 

26 16 1 

Table 1.4 

In Hürriyet and Milliyet the number of arguments opposing the legitimacy of Akkuyu             

NPP overwhelms the number of supporting statements while Sabah has more supporting            

arguments. The main opposing arguments include but are not limited to the lack of public               

consent (Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah), economically negative impact towards the livelihood          

of the people living in the region (Hürriyet, Milliyet), the concern of safety (Hürriyet,              

Milliyet), availability of alternative methods to obtain energy (Hürriyet), increasing          

dependency on Russia (Hürriyet), the location license being outdated (Hürriyet, Milliyet),           

and corruption in the deal (Hürriyet, Milliyet). The main Supporting arguments include            

the deepening of relations between Russia and Turkey (Hürriyet, Sabah) and the efforts to              

cancel the plan being a part of conspiracy against Turkey (Milliyet). 

 

I decided to include all the arguments mentioned 2 or more times for Hürriyet and               

Milliyet, and included every single argument presented by Sabah to determine what the             

main arguments are. The reasoning behind this decision is based on the news articles              

available by each newspaper. For this period the number of news articles fitting the              

research criteria are low. The exact number of times the main arguments mentioned and              

all the other arguments that are mentioned less can be seen in the Appendix. 

 
5.2. 11 March 2011 - 31 July 2011 

The number of news articles chosen in this period are as follows;  

Hürriyet: 46 

Milliyet: 28 

Sabah: 18 
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Topics Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Support by officials 13 2 4 

Employment / 
scholarship 

3 0 2 

General Opposition  12 3 0 

Protest 9 3 1 

Nuclear controversy 
(Turkey / world) 

5 6 0 

Other / procedural 4 14 11 

Table 2.1 

Due to the Fukushima accident in this period, Hürriyet and Milliyet had headlines related              

to concerns over using nuclear power plants around the world and in Turkey while Sabah               

did not pay any attention. In terms of bringing forth the protests happening in Turkey,               

Hürriyet leads the headlines. Hürriyet also leads the headlines in mentioning the            

supportive and defensive statements, mainly from state actors. Both Hürriyet and Milliyet            

mention the large scale protest including 159-km human chain. Sabah mentions a            

small-scale protest once.  

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary Support  14 13 13 

Russian Officials 11 6 5 

Other support 2 2 1 

Parliamentary 
Opposition 

13 1 0 

NGOs, chambers and 
other opposition 

41 22 1 

Non-Aligned 4 3 0 

Table 2.2 

Once again the non-governmental actors take the lead in Hürriyet and Milliyet. They are              

mentioned only once in Sabah. Parliamentary support and opposition are mentioned           

almost equally in Hürriyet, however in Milliyet parliamentary opposition is barely           
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mentioned. Sabah overwhelmingly mentions parliamentary support compared to other         

actors. The non-aligned actors include EU Officials and foreign journalists. 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
Support 

15 6 7 

Russian Officials 9 6 6 

Other Support 2 1 1 

Parliamentary 
Opposition 

13 2 0 

NGOs, chambers 
and other opposition 

29 18 0 

Non-aligned 4 3 0 

Table 2.3 

The quotations taken from actors show relatively similar results to the times the actors are               

mentioned, except for Ngos, chambers and other opposition in Hürriyet. The reason for             

the gap in numbers is that Hürriyet did not include as many arguments / interviews. 

Quotation 
Summaries 

Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Arguments for 
support 

73 25 19 

Arguments for 
opposition 

105 35 1 

Table 2.4 

Similar to the table 1.4, Sabah presents little to no information regarding the reasons for               

opposition against Akkuyu NPP, let alone the existence of opposition. The main            

arguments for opposition include the availability of alternative methods to obtain energy            

(Hürriyet, Milliyet), corruption in the deal (Hürriyet), Erdoğan undermining the risks of            

the project (Hürriyet), Fukushima accident showing the unreliability of nuclear energy           

(Hürriyet, Milliyet), officials not disclosing sufficient information regarding the safety          

measures of Akkuyu NPP (Hürriyet), economically negative impact towards the          

livelihood of the people living in the region (Hürriyet), profit being the biggest incentive              

to build the Akkuyu NPP, safety concerns over its being close to the Ecemiş Faultline               
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(Hürriyet, Milliyet), destruction of natural sites (Hürriyet), the necessity of public           

participation in the decision making (Hürriyet). The main arguments for support include            

the improbability of an accident risk (Milliyet), new generation reactors having increased            

safety measures (Hürriyet, Milliyet), the inability to achieve efficiency without taking           

risks in technology (Hürriyet, Milliyet), nuclear energy being widely used around the            

world (Hürriyet), highly sophisticated safety systems in reactors for Akkuyu NPP           

(Hürriyet), Turkey’s capability to lead the world by example in handling nuclear energy             

properly (Hürriyet, Sabah), the competence of decision-makers to approve the plan for            

Akkuyu NPP (Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah), and Akkuyu NPP being planned designed to            

withstand a magnitude 9 earthquake (Hürriyet). 

Based on the variety of all the arguments (see Appendix), the criteria for a main argument                

rely on being mentioned 4 or more times in Hürriyet; 3 or more times in Milliyet; and 2                  

or more times in Sabah.  

5.3 1 January 2014 - 28 February 2014 

The number of news articles chosen in this period are as follows;  

Hürriyet: 12 

Milliyet: 10 

Sabah: 3 

Topics Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Protest 3 4 0 

Illegal construction 
claims  

1 3 0 

Other / procedural 3 1 1 

Support by officials 1 1 0 

EAI report 2 0 0 

Employment / 
Scholarship 

1 1 2 

Safety 1 0 0 

Table 3.1 
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Hürriyet and Milliyet mention illegal construction claims and protests while Sabah only            

mentions employment and scholarship opportunities in the scope of Akkuyu NPP           

program.  

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
Support 

2 0 1 

Russian Officials  3 0 1 

NGOs, chambers 
and other opposition 

8 12 0 

Table 3.2 

Non-governmental actors from the opposition dominate the news articles in this period            

over parliamentary support and Russian officials. No actor from parliamentary opposition           

is mentioned. Milliyet only mentions non-governmental actors while Sabah only          

mentions a Russian official. 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
Support 

2 0 1 

Russian Officials 1 0 1 

NGOs, chambers 
and other opposition 

4 7 0 

Table 3.3 

The quotes from non-governmental actors are taken more than Russian officials and            

parliamentary support in Hürriyet, while Milliyet only quotes non-governmental actors.  

Quotation 
Summaries 

Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Arguments for 
support 

10 0 2 

Arguments for 
opposition 

7 8 0 

Table 3.4 

The most referred argument for opposition in this period is the seriousness of health              

threats of a nuclear accident (Hürriyet, Milliyet). The unlicensed construction claims are            
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secondary for both newspapers. Furthermore, supporting arguments such as nuclear          

energy being good for the economy (Hürriyet, Sabah), the unlicensed construction claims            

being false (Hürriyet), the competence of decision-makers (Hürriyet), and Akkuyu NPP           

being safe (Hürriyet) are mentioned.  

Based on the variety of all the arguments, the criteria for a main argument rely on being                 

mentioned 2 or more times in Hürriyet and Milliyet, and a single time for Sabah as it                 

provides literally a single argument in this period. 

5.4. 1 December 2014 - 31 January 2015 

The number of news articles chosen in this period are as follows;  

Hürriyet: 12 

Milliyet: 19 

Sabah: 15 

Topics Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Support by officials 0 2 1 

Rus - Tur relations 0 1 5 

Conspiracy against 
Turkey 

0 0 4 

Forged signature 
claims 

4 2 1 

General opposition 3 4 0 

EIA approval 
lawsuit 

3 5 0 

Protest 0 2 0 

Other /procedural 2 3 4 

Table 4.1 

Forged signature claims are mentioned in one article in Sabah, and more than one in               

Hürriyet and Milliyet. The lawsuit against the approval of the EIA report is mentioned              

more in Hürriyet and not mentioned in Sabah. For Sabah the dominating topics are the               

relations between Turkey and Russia, and the attempts to disrupt Akkuyu NPP’s progress             

as a conspiracy against Turkey’s development.  

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 
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Parliamentary 
Support 

3 6 10 

Parliamentary 
Opposition 

1 3 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

14 16 0 

Russian Officials 1 2 4 

Non-aligned 2 1 0 

Table 4.2 

Ngos, chambers and other opposition actors are covered dominantly in Milliyet and            

Hürriyet while parliamentary support and Russian officials take the lead in Sabah. The             

non-aligned actors are the members of the investigative committee in charge of handling             

forgery claims. 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Parliamentary 
Support 

1 3 6 

Parliamentary 
Opposition 

1 0 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

7 13 0 

Non-aligned 2 1 0 

Table 4.3 

In terms of the actors quoted, Sabah only provides what is told by the parliamentary               

support. Hürriyet and Milliyet also mention parliamentary support, however they are not            

highlighted as much as ngos, chambers and other opposition. 

Quotation 
Summaries 

Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Arguments for 
support 

3 5 7 

Arguments for 
opposition 

14 29 0 

Table 4.4 
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The main arguments for opposition for this period include EIA report having shortfalls             

(Hürriyet, Milliyet), forgery of signatures in the approval of the EIA report (Milliyet), the              

violation of people’s democratic rights (Milliyet), environmental disruption (Milliyet),         

and increasing dependence to Russia (Milliyet). The main arguments for support include            

the attempts to disrupt Akkuyu NPP’s progress being a conspiracy against Turkey’s            

development (Sabah, Milliyet), signature forgery claims being false (Hürriyet), nuclear          

energy being popular around the world (Sabah), and people not believing in false claims              

about Akkuyu NPP (Sabah).  

Milliyet’s exceptional amount of arguments for opposition stem from the fact that many             

repeating arguments were packed in certain news articles. Based on their number, I             

decided to consider an argument as a main one if it is mentioned 2 or more times in                  

Hürriyet, 3 or more times in Milliyet and a single or more times in Sabah. 
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6. Data Analysis 

In this section the results of the 4 different periods are interpreted, mainly in regards to                

research questions, hypotheses and the theoretical grounds on which the research method            

is built on. Implementing the suggestion proposed by Matthes and Kohring (2008), four             

components of frame building in Entman’s definition are taken into consideration to find             

out and analyze the frames in news articles. After briefly explaining how the collection              

sub-components lead to the main frame components with examples, I investigate the            

main arguments emerging in all the periods individually, so that the research questions             

would be answered and hypotheses would be tested efficiently.  

Although most of the news articles chosen in this research present a problem definition,              

causal attribution, moral evaluation and treatment recommendation individually; due to          

the amount of data available and due to the purpose of locating the frames on a                

systematic basis, the exploration of these components is conducted not on each individual             

article, but on the collection of subcomponents coded for each newspaper, for each             

period. This way, the aspect of salience (which means making certain information more             

accessible) is identified. Before specifically going into each period individually, the           

common aspects of all the periods could be mentioned.  

One finding is that for all the periods, the component “problem definition” could mostly              

be found in refined versions and codes (see Appendix) attributed to arguments for             

opposition and support. The problems from the opposition side are mostly brought out by              

ngos, environmentalist groups, experts, association and chamber representatives, and         

members of the main opposition party (a minority of actors bringing out the problems are               

in the “others” category). They hold decision makers, namely the AKP administration as             

responsible for the existing problems. There are not as many problem definitions            

explicitly brought up by the supporting side, who consist of Parliament Members            

representing AKP, Ministers who are AKP members, and the Russian officials involved            

in the project. The general rhetoric of such actors is based on promoting nuclear energy               

within the context of technological achievement, Turkey’s international reputation and          

tightening of relations with Russia. The statements from supporting actors usually           

manifest as a response to safety concerns, or as a message asserting Turkey’s capability              

and strength. When there is an explicit problem statement from the supporting side, it is               
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usually directed towards a vague group of people who are represented as conspirators             

working against the rise of Turkey.  

Aside from revealing what is at stake, arguments are also direct instruments to reveal the               

components “moral evaluation” and “treatment recommendation”. For example, when         

members from the opposing side emphasize the lack of public consent as a reason for the                

undemocratic process, the argument could be followed by the mention of threatened            

livelihood of local people, destruction of natural habitat, deals behind closed doors etc.             

These factors can be considered not only as problem statements but also as justification              

for the morally wrong essence of building Akkuyu NPP.  

Considering the fact that each argument ultimately is tied to the objective of either              

preventing or implementing the Akkuyu NPP project, the primary treatment          

recommendation for each supporting argument is to put the project into action, and the              

primary treatment recommendation for each opposing argument is to stop the project            

altogether. In terms of what to do for the increasing energy demand, a commonly referred               

idea by the opposition is to focus on renewable energies such as solar and wind. From the                 

supporters’ point of view, nuclear energy is already environmentally friendly, and gets            

increasingly safer as technology progresses.  

The least change could be seen in the main actors, especially when considered             

categorically, as the power of Erdoğan administration stayed intact as well the persisting             

counteraction from ngos, chambers, associations, and main opposition party. From the           

main arguments that are explained below their corresponding tables (see tables 1.4, 2.4,             

3.4, and 4.4; also see appendix), one could infer that although there are recurring themes               

such as safety, economy, democracy, legality, practicality, international relations, the          

discourse surrounding them evolved or shifted over time, due to the progression of events              

throughout the years which brought different topics to the agenda. This is one of the               

reasons why looking each period individually is a viable method. In the sections below,              

the main arguments brought by the opposition and support, as well as the topics that               

newspapers pay attention in each period are explained, followed by the identification of             

the frames emerging from the interpretation of how these elements relate to each other              

and the subsequent categorisation of their content.  

6.1. 12 May 2010 - 31 July 2010  
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Kills local economy: The most visible opposing argument in Hürriyet is the threat of              

Akkuyu NPP towards the livelihood of the people (see Appendix, table 1.4). This             

argument is brought by ngo, chamber, and association representatives. It is suggested that             

Mersin’s economy heavily relies on tourism, agriculture, fishery, and animal husbandry,           

all of which would be under big threat due to a nuclear power plant nearby due to the                  

local ecological disruption it would cause. This threat is also pointed out as a reason to                

file a lawsuit against the approval of the power plant’s location license by the              

government, which shows that the “location license outdated” argument not only points            

to the concerns related to safety but also related to economy.  

Undemocratic leadership: Another opposing argument that is highlighted in Hürriyet and           

Milliyet is the inaccessibility of public and experts to participate in decision-making.            

Both non-governmental and governmental actors in the opposition bring this situation, to            

emphasize that the decisions are made without considering public opinion and proper            

consultation to experts who speak against the project by pointing out the threats and flaws               

of the project, such as its location in a seismic area, deterioration of wildlife, and the                

possibility of using renewable energies such as solar and wind instead of nuclear.  

Deals behind closed doors: The lawsuit filed by the opposition party to prevent the ruling               

party from dodging internal inspection by shifting the status of the deal from a tender to                

an international treaty (see 1.1), is brought up by all the newspapers, and it is the only                 

instance when Sabah refers to any opposition in this period. Additionally, this status shift              

of the deal is considered as part of a scheme behind closed doors, according to certain                

ngo representatives, experts and members in parliamentary opposition. Although the          

allegations of deals behind closed doors take place in both Hürriyet and Milliyet, the              

details of the allegations are only brought up in a single news article by Milliyet, in which                 

a member of parliamentary opposition states that the deal over Akkuyu NPP is connected              

to Samsun-Ceyhan pipeline, which would transport Russia’s petroleum from Black Sea           58

to Meditteranean, and which would be built by Calik Holding, managed by Erdoğan’s son              

in-law Berat Albayrak. For Akkuyu NPP, Turkey becomes a client of Russia and for              

Samsun-Ceyhan pipeline, Russia becomes a client of Turkey. Accordingly, with such           

partnership, it is Erdoğan’s connections that get the benefits rather than the public. It              

should be noted that such details are only mentioned once in Milliyet and so the               

58 Eurodialogue, http://eurodialogue.org/Russia-Joins-The-Samsun-Ceyhan-Pipeline 
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allegations remain relatively vague in this period. What separates this argument from the             

“undemocratic leadership” argument is that it is a more specific allegation of corruption             

than a more generalized notion of state ignoring people’s voice. Compared to Hürriyet,             

Milliyet pays slightly more attention. 

Dependence to Russia: Due to the nature of build-own-operate model, one of the issues              

that activists and parliamentary opposition members point out is the dependence to            

Russia. Accordingly, the exclusive rights makes the designated land for the power plant             

to be Russia’s property. Moreover, the fact that Russia has control of 51% of the power                

plants shares, making Turkey dependent on Russia’s technology, engineering and          

financial power to operate it. It primarily can be seen in Hürriyet and not seen at all in                  

Sabah.  

Outdated location license: Akkuyu NPP’s location license was given in 1976. Experts,            59

ngos and parliamentary opposition all refer to this fact in order to assert that the               

conditions of the time for determining aspects of safety was significantly different            

compared to today.  

Deepens Russia - Turkey relations: The most referred idea by the supporting actors is that               

Akkuyu NPP deepens the relations between Russia and Turkey. This argument is brought             

up by the parliamentary support, mainly the Energy Minister Taner Yıldız and Russian             

officials, mainly then-President of Russia Medvedev. Their statements refer to the           

importance of increasing trade, partnership and loosening of bureaucratic measures          

between Russia and Turkey which is portrayed as benefiting both countries. This is the              

most common argument seen in Sabah and the most visible supporting argument in             

Hürriyet.  

Conspiracy against Turkey: In its coverage for support, Milliyet draws attention to a             

statement by the Energy Minister Yıldız, who expresses that Akkuyu NPP is actually             

supported by the public and there are outside forces trying to manipulate people against              

the project. The reasoning is that people got convinced of the safety and efficiency of               

nuclear energy, thus they actually support it, and the ones who do not are the conspirators                

attempting to sway the public to be against it. Although this was only mentioned one time                

(excluding its duplicate), due to the low numbers of news articles and the provoking              

59 Akkuyu NPP’s official website, 
http://www.akkunpp.com/akkuyu-ngsnin-38-yillik-yer-lisansi-guncellendi/ 
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content of this specific argument, and due to the fact that it emerges again stronger in the                 

4th period, it is fit for highlighting.  

In terms of exposing discontent and action against Akkuyu NPP, Hürriyet and Milliyet             

are on similar grounds, and from the data available it could be suggested that Sabah had                

little to no incentive to put neither the opposition nor the support towards the project as                

much as Hürriyet and Milliyet. For this reason, when it comes to exposing the process               

and opinions, Sabah has considerably less to offer. Even though Sabah presents little             

material to work on for this period, it can be said that there is still a significant difference                  

in the way that the case is presented compared to Hürriyet and Milliyet. As can be seen                 

from the table 1.4, the opposing arguments exceed in Milliyet and Hürriyet far more than               

the supporting arguments. In contrast, 3 of the 4 arguments in Sabah represent arguments              

for support, uttered by the parliament members.  

6.2. 11 March 2011 - 31 July 2011 

Fukushima as a warning: The Fukushima accident intensified the nuclear energy debate            

and became a focal point for the opposition. For opposition the accident proved that              

nuclear power plants, especially when built in a seismic zone, are not reliable in terms of                

safety. This is the period when the activities of opposition reached the highest level, and               

the most frequently given message to the public and decision-makers was to realize the              

warning of Fukushima accident and cancel Akkuyu NPP project. The Fukushima           

accident is not only considered as just another nuclear accident, but also as a sign that                

even the most technologically advanced nations are not exempt from accidents, no matter             

how strong the safety measures are. It is the most visible frame in both Hürriyet and                

Milliyet, however, it is far more frequently encountered in Hürriyet. This argument is not              

recognised by Sabah.  

Close to Ecemiş Faultline: The fact that Akkuyu NPP is located close to Ecemiş faultline               

became far more emphasized after the Fukushima accident. An interesting finding here is             

that although this seismic hazard is recognised as a prominent one by Hürriyet and              

Milliyet, there are not many details involved such as how close it is to the faultline and                 

what are the chances of earthquake etc., despite the fact that such information is made               

available by the Chamber of Geological Engineers. This argument is the only frame             60

60 https://www.jmo.org.tr/resimler/ekler/24461dcd3571e66_ek.pdf?dergi.. 
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made visible by the opposition in Sabah, and it is mentioned a single time in a short news                  

article containing a single paragraph.  

Alternatives available: In the previous period (12 May 2010 - 31 July 2010), the              

availability of alternative sources of energy was mentioned a few times in Hürriyet and              

Milliyet as a supplement the concerns over local economy and lack of democracy.             

However, in this period, the availability of alternative ways to obtain energy is mentioned              

considerably more. Rather than being a supplementary fact, it becomes an independent            

source of criticism that renewable energies - especially solar energy in a city like Mersin               

which gets plenty of sun in all seasons - are not getting the same attention from the                 

decision makers as nuclear energy.  

No progress without risks: As a response to the “Fukushima as a warning” and “close to                

Ecemiş faultline” arguments from the opposition, the supporting actors Erdoğan, Energy           

Minister Yıldız, and Russian President Medvedev emphasize the idea that all the            

technological advances are risky and the risk of an earthquake should not be an obstacle               

if development and technological progress is at stake, when there are sufficient            

precautions implemented. Erdoğan also exemplifies the technology used at home, such as            

propane cylinders, to make the point that risks due to technology is already all around us.                

This is one of the main arguments by the support displayed in all newspapers. 

Erdoğan undermines risks: The example of propane cylinder at homes also being a risk,              

given by Erdoğan, is then picked up by the opposition to counteract the “no progress               

without risks” argument, where members from all the opposition groups heavily criticize            

Erdoğan’s statement, sometimes to the point of mockery, arguing that the comparison of             

a nuclear accident risk to the risk of malfunction of a propane cylinder is not something                

to justify the project. This argument is only seen in Hürriyet.  

In Hürriyet, the factors that build the frames in the previous period are considerably              

expanded in this period, especially for opposition. For example, due to Hürriyet’s            

coverage of opposition, one could see that the “deals behind closed doors” argument still              

continued in this period, as some members of parliamentary opposition and ngo            

representatives reminded their ideas on the nature of the deal between Russia and Turkey,              

and how those close to Erdoğan get the profits, and how the internal inspection and the                

ability to file a lawsuit from within the country is avoided due to the changed status of the                  

deal. The difference in this period is that this argument is supplemented with the idea that                
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the structure of nuclear energy deals around the world is mainly based on profit. Another               

argument also carried to this period from the previous is that the decision doesn’t take               

democratic method into consideration, this time with more emphasis on the idea that it              

should be the people rather than the elites of the ruling party that should decide the                

outcome of this project.  

Lack of transparency: Another striking difference in this period for Hürriyet is that there              

is much more material on expert opinion compared to the previous period. What Hürriyet              

pays attention to when it comes to taking statements from experts is that there is a lack of                  

transparency in the way that the building and operation of the power plant is handled. The                

two main examples are the lack of proper information on waste handling and on how to                

deal with the unsuitable sea water temperatures.  

We know what we are doing: The most commonly given responses from supporting the              

state actors and the Russian officials to ensure public consent are collected under the              

argument named “we know what we are doing.” Basically, these statements do not             

contain any specific facts to justify the project other than the notion that as the decision                

makers, they are competent enough to evaluate and approve, as they could not afford to               

be careless when it comes to such a project. The “we know what we are doing” argument                 

is abundantly visible in all newspapers, however in Milliyet and Hürriyet it does not              

surpass the “Fukushima as a warning” and “close to Ecemiş faultline” arguments.  

New generation tech, earthquake resistance, and sophisticated safety systems: When it           

comes to explaining their support by referring to factual claims, it is presented that in               

Akkuyu NPP the new generation technology will be utilized, the safety systems are going              

to be built similar to a stacking doll design, therefore sophisticated enough to avoid              

accidents, there will be constant digital surveillance, and that the building will be able to               

withstand a magnitude 9 earthquake. Such arguments are mostly found in Hürriyet,            

however they are also encountered in Milliyet and Sabah.  

Nuclear popular around the world: Another point from the parliamentary support           

(Erdoğan and Yıldız) made visible by Hürriyet is that many countries around the world,              

especially the most economically and technologically advanced ones use nuclear power,           

in an attempt to assert that nuclear energy has a proven record of reliability and that                

nuclear power plants being a sign of development. It is at times followed by the argument                
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that there are also many old nuclear reactors, which should be replaced with new ones               

instead of arguing against building new ones in new places.  

Leading by example: The expressions of encouragement used by the supporting actors in             

the previous period mainly contained Turkey’s growing relations with Russia. In this            

period, Turkey’s international prestige is emphasized rather than deepening relations with           

Russia, causing the supporting state actors to declare that Turkey will lead the world by               

example in terms of how to utilize nuclear energy. This argument is mainly used in               

Hürriyet and Sabah.  

6.3. 1 January 2014 - 28 February 2014 

Illegal construction: The data obtained for this periods suggest that claims by Greenpeace             

the construction on the site had already begun without the approval of Environmental             

Impact Assessment, were not of a remarkable interest to Hürriyet and Milliyet and no              

interest to Sabah. Hürriyet mentions the case in a single news article, and Milliyet refers               

to it 3 times, however, during the next month when protests take place, the argument is                

not revisited even as a side note. Sabah, on the other hand, which had 3 articles in total                  

for the period, only mentioned aspects of employment, education, and cooperation with            

Russia. 

Serious health risks: The most referred point of opposition by both Milliyet and Hürriyet              

turns out to be the health risks of using nuclear energy. This is related to the 3-day lasting                  

protests by a group of doctors, who draw attention to the types of diseases caused by the                 

dissemination of radiation after a nuclear accident such as cancer and leukemia. Thus, the              

“serious health risks” argument takes precedence over the illegal construction (response           

to such an accusation is given by a Russian official - Akkuyu NPP’s general manager               

Igor Seçin- and the response was a mere denial of the accusation). Neither Hürriyet nor               

Milliyet contains an independent inquiry to understand who is telling the truth about the              

construction. 

Good for the economy: Contrary to previous period, Hürriyet presents a disproportionate            

emphasis on the supporting arguments rather than opposing arguments. One of such is the              

suggestion that Akkuyu NPP will benefit Turkish economy, as there would be new             

opportunities for Turkish companies to take more part in the process of construction. This              

argument could be considered as contrary to the “kills local economy” argument            
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presented in the first period. It mainly takes place in Hürriyet and it is the only frame                 

presented by Sabah. 

Aside from the 3 new arguments, Hürriyet included statements from the supporting actors             

revisiting the new generation tech, earthquake resistance, and sophisticated safety          

systems arguments.  

6.4 1 December 2014 - 31 January 2015 

In terms of numbers, the data collected period offered exceptional results, as Sabah’s             

articles exceeded Hürriyet’s and were the same as Milliyet. The same could not be said               

for the coverage of topics as Hürriyet and Milliyet mentioned the allegations of forged              

claims more than two times while Sabah mentioned the latter a single time. Moreover,              

Sabah carried two of the arguments in previous periods, conspiracy against Turkey and             

cooperation with Russia directly to its headlines consistently, completely integrating them           

into its narrative while Hürriyet and Milliyet focused on the disputes over the validity of               

Environmental Impact Assessment report.  

EIA report with shortfalls: The “lack of transparency” argument introduced in the second             

period takes place here again with the emphasis on the shortfalls of EIA approval report.               

Ngo representatives along with parliamentary opposition members emphasize the lack of           

adequate information in terms of waste handling and the lack of experts in the Ministry of                

Environment and Urbanization (the institution that approved the report). It is the most             

visible frame in Hürriyet and Milliyet while it does not show up in Sabah.  

Signatures are forged: The allegations of forged signatures by the parliamentary and            

non-parliamentary opposition based on a report by an investigative committee. What           

compelled the investigators to come to such a conclusion was going through the             

signatures of the confirmed EIA report and realising that the signatures of two of the               

engineers that left their work at the Ministry of Environmental and Urban Affairs 6              

months ago were imitated; however, no further investigation took place upon the            

announcement from those engineers when they declared that it was themselves who            

signed those papers.  

The arguments that make a comeback and made sufficiently visible are “alternatives            

available” mainly used by activists as a solution to all the concerns over nuclear energy in                

Hürriyet, “conspiracy against Turkey” in Milliyet and Sabah, and “dependence to           
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Russia”, “undemocratic leadership”, “sophisticated safety measures” in Milliyet. The         

conspiracy against Turkey argument in this period is made more explicit, especially in             

Sabah. In this period, the discourse of malicious forces intending to halt Turkey’s             

development and hurt its rising international prestige by the attempts to stop Akkuyu NPP              

becomes more clear. 

6.5 Revealing Frames, Answering Research Questions and Evaluating Hypotheses 

In the light of the problem statements, causal relations, moral evaluations, and treatment             

recommendations (Entman 1993) emerging by connecting topics, actors, quotations and          

quotation summaries (arguments) to each other, it is possible to conclude that within the              

context of Akkuyu NPP, the themes of safety, democracy, economy, legality, and            

international relations of Turkey are the general areas that the components lead to. From              

these areas, one could see 7 frames emerging: Safety threat, economic threat, abuse of              

power, incompetent management, international prestige, competent management, and        

economic opportunity.  

The safety threat, economic threat, abuse of power, and incompetent management frames            

are used by the opposition, while international prestige, competent management and           

economic opportunity frames are used by the support. The opposition can be divided into              

two main categories: parliamentary opposition and non-parliamentary opposition.        

Parliamentary opposition mainly consists of the members of CHP, the main opposition            

party. Non-parliamentary opposition consists of a wide range of actors, many of whom             

belong to associations, ngos, chambers, or are independent experts. Foreign officials such            

as the representatives of Green movements in EU or other regions are also included,              

however, they consist a minority. The rest of the frames; international prestige, external             

threat, competent management and economic opportunity are used by the supporters who            

consist of members of the ruling party AKP, Russian officials such as Medvedev, Putin,              

and Rosatom representatives, and in rare occasions, members of organizations such as            

TAEK and businessmen associations. Below is the list of arguments for each frame. It              

should be noted that the same argument can exist in multiple frames, as some of the                

arguments refer to multiple aspects.  

Safety threat: Fukushima as a warning, closeness to Ecemiş faultline, outdated location            

license, serious health risks, lack of transparency.  
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Economic threat: Destruction of the local economy, dependence to Russia, deals behind            

closed doors.  

Abuse of power: Undemocratic leadership, deals behind closed doors, illegal          

construction, forged signatures, lack of transparency.  

Incompetent management: Alternatives available, Erdoğan undermines risks, EIA report         

with shortfalls, lack of transparency. 

The frames above by the opposition target the decision-makers, namely the ruling party             

AKP’s top level management for the emergence of problems. These problems, which are             

already built in the list above, are the reasons for justifying the abolishment of the               

Akkuyu NPP project, as these reasons relate to the types of damage that it would cause to                 

the people and the land. The suitability of the area for renewable energy sources is the                

other proposed solution along with abolishing the project. 

International prestige: Deepens Russia Turkey relations, Turkey will lead by example,           

nuclear popular around the world, conspiracy against Turkey. 

Competent management: We know what we are doing, sophisticated safety systems,           

nuclear popular around the world, new generation tech, resistance to a magnitude 9             

earthquake, no progress without risks. 

Economic opportunity: Deepens Russia-Turkey relations, no progress without risks,         

conspiracy against Turkey, good for the economy. 

Contrary to the frames by the opposition, members of the ruling party AKP and Russian               

officials maintain promotional messages to justify the validity and benefits of the project             

via a discourse of technological advances, Turkey’s international reputation, proper          

economic viability as well as their competence in handling the process. The only problem              

statement, conspiracy against Turkey, is uttered by AKP management. Conspiracy          

against Turkey is included in economic opportunity and international prestige frames -            

from the supporting side’s point of view, it is being attacked precisely because it              

contributes to the prestige and development of Turkey.  

Now that the identification of frames is set, it is possible to investigate which frames are                

more visible than others, by collecting the quotation summaries (arguments) assigned in            

each frame. All the mentions of the arguments assigned to their frame are collected. It               
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should be reminded that the number of arguments is counted not by an article-by article               

basis, but by identifying them whenever they appear. Because the frames by the             

opposition and support are distinctive, who is making the argument, and to whom the              

argument is made against is obvious. The number corresponding to the frames below             

means the number of components (arguments) that make up the frame. By doing this, a               

clear image of frames’ visibility becomes achievable. 

Frames Hürriyet Milliyet  Sabah 

Safety threat 66 37 1 

Economic threat 32 13 1 

Abuse of Power 37 19 1 

Incompetent 
Management 

40 17 0 

International 
prestige 

21 5 15 

Competent 
management 

54 22 8 

Economic 
opportunity 

13 4 11 

Table 5 

Based on the table above, the opposition towards the project is emphasized more in              

Hürriyet and Milliyet, and the support is emphasized overwhelmingly in Sabah. The legal             

disputes and regional discontent are explored in Hürriyet and Milliyet, however, not to             

the extent of independent, comprehensive, and investigative reporting. Hürriyet and          

Milliyet function as a platform for both the support and the opposition, usually paying              

more attention to the problems and suggestions for solutions brought forward by the             

opposition while not ignoring the supporting side’s reactions and responses to some of             

the arguments and accusations, especially in terms of safety risks and mismanagement of             

the project, as can be seen from the table that in Hürriyet and Milliyet, the frame of                 

competent management is more salient than incompetent management, however the          

safety threat frame in both are considerably more visible than any frame by the support.               

Aside from such responses, both Hürriyet and Milliyet mention the expressions of            

encouragement for the project by the support, such as its role in boosting Turkey’s              
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international reputation and economic development. On the other hand, Sabah offers           

little to no voice for the opposition and thus the frames formed by the opposition get                

barely any acknowledgement. Therefore, in almost all instances, Sabah mainly captures           

the frames presented by the state actors and Russian officials. Based on the results, the               

two hypotheses proposed in chapter 1 are falsified. If this research was only conducted on               

Sabah, the hypothesis would have been confirmed, however Hürriyet and Milliyet           

provided unexpected results. 
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7. Discussion 

In this chapter, the mindset that led to the formation of this study is briefly summarized as                 

well as the data analysis which is then connected to literature and methodology in              

addition to my own assumptions regarding the reasons why my hypotheses turned out to              

be incorrect. It is then followed by the limitations of the study, and finalized with the                

suggestions for further research. 

From the very beginning of this research, I set the case of Akkuyu NPP as a battleground                 

between two camps and built the primary research question on this basis, due to the fact                

that the disputes over it had been going on for decades (Künar, 2002; Yavuz, 2015). Then                

I proceeded to pick a set of relatively recent periods when certain key events which I                

consider to be newsworthy took place. My assumption for newsworthiness stemmed from            

the expectation that there would be an intensification of disputes due to the nature of the                

events (see 1.1). While exploring the right way to conduct frame analysis after getting the               

results, I paid special attention to the warnings made by scholars who had a rich               

background studying it (Vreese, 2005; Kuypers, 2009; Matthes and Kohring, 2008) and            

thus attempted to develop a design in which the frames would be revealed via parameters               

defined by Entman (1993).  

As a result, it became possible to suggest that the components could be distributed              

amongst 6 areas where the 7 frames compete: safety, democracy, legality, practicality            

economy, and international relations. The opposition challenges the support camp mainly           

by a confrontational narrative in each theme and the support attempts to assure its              

authority by denial, deflection, counter-arguments, and a motivational narrative. All the           

frames by the support could be considered as a counter to the ones by the opposition, and                 

at times, supplemented with motivational messages in attempts to further justify the            

importance of making the project work. For example, the attempts to counter safety             

concerns by emphasizing the advanced technology and the economic concerns with           

economic growth. 

In the end, Hürriyet and Milliyet were more salient in covering the opposition side and its                

frames, while still including the responses and the motivational remarks of the support.             

Sabah, except for the 4th period, can be considered as not invested to the case of Akkuyu                 
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NPP itself as much as Hürriyet and Milliyet, and when the case is brought up, it is                 

extremely likely to present the frames from one side - the supporters.  

It is possible to see a set of similarities between the arguments in this study and the                 

“interpretive packages” in Gamson and Modigliani’s (1989) study. For example, the           

“deals behind closed doors” argument in which Erdoğan administration is alleged to            

change the status of the deal of Akkuyu NPP to avoid obstacles by internal inspection and                

make it easier for those close to the ruling party could be considered as parallel to their                 

finding of “public accountability” package where the nuclear energy projects are           

portrayed as more beneficial for the economic elite than the rest of the public (1989: 16).                

Another parallel could be found between the “alternatives available” argument and “soft            

paths” package, both of which are based on the suggestion that other, less threatening              

sources of energy should be preferred. Lastly, the contrast of “not cost effective” and              

“energy independence” packages (1989: 11-17) can also find their parallels in parts of             

“economic threat” and “economic opportunity” frames.  

Putting the similarities aside, there are also remarkable differences in the characteristics            

of certain packages, compared to the frames in this study. For example, the “runaway”              

and “devil’s bargain” packages are not tied to a single position, meaning that both the               

threats and the benefits of nuclear energy are admitted to an extent. However, no such               

manifestation of a grey area ever emerged in any of the periods in this study. The                

consistency of the polarised nature of the arguments therefore resulted in the consistently             

precise characteristic of frames. The existence of non-aligned actors, although          

comparatively very few, is still admitted, however the condition of such actors are very              

specific. EU Officials making general statements about nuclear energy or an investigative            

committee attempting to tackle a case of forgery have either very little or none to               

comment about Akkuyu NPP due to their position. 

Based on the ownership structure of mainstream media in Turkey, I had made the              

assumption that none of the newspapers in question would emphasize the opposition and             

its frames more visibly compared to the support. This was not only related to the               

increased privatization and intensified relations between media owners and the AKP, but            

also related to the similar power dynamics during the past. As illustrated in chapter 2,               

freedom of the press in Turkey has been always far from ideal, and arresting journalists               

has become a routine practice for the ruling parties. This practice kept rising in              
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consistency and momentum during Erdoğan administration. These factors led me to reach            

the assumption that the critics of Akkuyu NPP project would not get much attention in               

the mainstream media. This only came to be true for the newspaper Sabah. One reason               

why the situation was remarkably different in Hürriyet and Milliyet could be that in such               

a big case as Akkuyu NPP, pressuring journalists to ignore or smear the opposition may               

backfire: if the journalists get fired over amplifying opposition’s stance, this may turn             

into a bigger story itself and could attract undesired attention nationally and            

internationally, and this would work in favor of opposition. Another reason could be that              

despite the owners of Hürriyet and Sabah operate in small and big scale infrastructure and               

energy projects, they did not make any official declaration of interest towards Akkuyu             

NPP, while the CEO of Çalık Holding, then-owner of Sabah, was Berat Albayrak, the              

son-in-law of Erdoğan who was completely supporting the project and who later became             

the Minister of Energy and then the Minister of Finance. Sabah’s handover to Kalyoncu              

Holding in 2014 also did not make any difference as Kalyoncu was not only extremely               

close to Erdoğan personally (see 2.3.1) but also highly interested in taking part in the               

project.   61

7.1. Limitations of the Study 

One of the initially detectable limitations in this research is that despite adopting frame              

analysis, the research doesn’t delve into the explicit bias presented by the news articles’              

authors. In my defense, looking for explicitly expressed opinions by the news writers was              

actually included among the sub-components as “article’s verdict”, however, after going           

through all the news articles and realising that there are only a couple of examples among                

hundreds of news articles to be analysed, I decided that this element may not be as                

relevant as I considered. Thus, after laying out the results, article’s verdict as a              

sub-component is omitted due to the very low numbers available. The newspaper Sabah             

could have been a possible exception, as from time to time I considered a more               

distinctive tone in its news articles might be worth exploring, however, realising that it              

could damage the systematic nature of the study, I decided not to make an exception for                

Sabah.  

61 
https://www.dailysabah.com/energy/2017/06/21/akkuyu-nuclear-power-plant-to-speed-up-recovery-of-tur
kish-russian-ties 
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The fact that this research relies on news texts and does not include accompanying              

photographs could be considered as another limitation to this study. Developing a            

separate model for analysing the photographs could have been a part of this study,              

however, I was unable to tackle the questions such as what criteria should be determined               

and how could they be incorporated into the textual analysis without overly complicating             

and thus risking the integrity of the research. It could also be argued that only focusing                

texts is by itself a highly efficient way of conducting news research as in most cases the                 

text is the main pillar of a news article. 

7.2. Suggestions for Further Research 

When it comes to the further exploration of research in this area, more mainstream              

newspapers can be put to test, as this research is only based on the 3 most read                 

newspapers. One way that the frames in the case of Akkuyu NPP could be understood               

more comprehensively is conducting a longitudinal analysis instead of selecting a set of             

specific periods. An effective way to get data in such a study would be to use automation                 

in parts of the selection and sorting process, especially when thinking about the             

promising technology of Artificial Intelligence. This way, it might also be possible to             

combine columns and even photographs. Another huge area worth studying is audience            

perception, as there could be significant differences in the ways that members of the              

audience perceive what they read. Apart from the perception of general audience,            

journalists themselves could provide highly interesting insights in terms of how they            

personally see the case of Akkuyu NPP and how their views influence their production.              

One could conduct interviews with them and ask about, for example the extent of              

information they chose to, or were compelled to omit. Frames are surely not limited to               

newspapers, audience, and journalists: videos can be a separate category to look at. The              

potential of non-mainstream media should also not be neglected. For example, an entire             

research on non-mainstream media newspapers such as Birgün, Cumhuriyet, Yeni Akit,           

Bianet could be conducted and the emerging frames could be compared with the ones in               

this research. The possibility of variation in research is infinite. 
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Appendix  
 

The tables below contain the codes stripped from their code groups. This way one could               

get a more detailed and clear view of what exactly the code groups refer to. Similar to the                  

structure of the results chapter, first the support side, then the opposition side are sorted,               

rather than laying out the sub-components in a mixed, harder to read fashion. 

12 May 2010 - 31 July 2010 
 

Actors  Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 3 1 2 

Energy Minister 3 5 0 

AKP MP 2 1 0 

Abdullah Gül 1 0 2 

Energy Ministry 1 0 0 

Ministry of Exterior 0 0 1 

Russian Officials  6 5 3 

Total Support 16 12 8 

    

Opposition MP 4 2 0 

Opposition Party  1 1 1 

Opposition Leader 0 1 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

9 7 0 

Total Opposition 14 11 1 

 Table A1.1 

 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 2 0 1 

Energy Minister 0 1 0 

AKP MP 1 0 0 

Abdullah Gül  0 0 1 

 



 

Ministry of Exterior 0 0 1 

Russian officials 2 0 1 

Total Support 5 1 4 

    

Opposition MP 4 3 0 

Opposition Party 0 0 1 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

7 5 0 

Total Opposition 11 8 1 

Table A1.2 

 

Quotation Summaries Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Deepens Rus - Tur 
relations 

4 0 3 

Lawsuit is against 
constitution 

1 0 0 

Conspiracy against 
Turkey 

0 1 0 

Energy independence 0 1 0 

People support Akkuyu 
NPP 

0 1 0 

Total Support 5 3 3 

    

Kills local economy 5 2 0 

Undemocratic leadership 4 2 0 

Alternatives available 3 1 0 

Location license outdated 3 2 0 

Deals behind closed doors 2 3 1 

Dependance to Russia 3 1 0 

Nuclear energy is not safe 2 1 0 

Deal signed in a hurry 1 1 0 

 



 

Expensive 1 0 0 

Experts should decide, not
politicians 

1 1 0 

Natural habitats destroyed 1 1 0 

Experts are against 
Akkuyu NPP 

0 1 0 

Total Opposition 26 16 1 

Table A1.3 

 

11 March 2011 - 31 July 2011 
 
 

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 4 3 3 

Energy Minister 8 4 5 

Supporting MP 2 0 0 

Russian Officials 11 6 5 

Other support 2 2 1 

Total Support 27 15 14 

    

Opposition MP 13 1 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

41 22 1 

Total Opposition 54 23 1 

Non-aligned 4 3 0 

Table A2.1 

 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 4 3 3 

Energy Minister 9 3 5 

Supporting MP 2 0 1 

Russian Officials 9 6 6 

 



 

Other Support 2 1 1 

Total Support 26 13 16 

    

Opposition MP  13 2 0 

Ngos, chambers, and 
other opposition 

29 18 1 

Total Opposition 42 20 1 

Non-aligned 4 3 0 

Table A2.2 

 

Quotation 
Summaries 

Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

We know what we are 
doing 

16 9 5 

No progress without 
risks 

8 4 2 

Nuclear popular 
around the world 

9 0 1 

Will withstand a 
magnitude 9 
earthquake 

5 1 1 

Safety systems are 
sophisticated 

5 3 1 

Turkey will lead by 
example 

4 1 5 

New generation tech  5 3 1 

Shut old reactors and 
build new ones for 
safety 

4 0 2 

Japan’s conditions 
different from 
Turkey’s 

3 0 0 

Necessary for energy 
independence 

2 0 0 

Nuclear is 
environmentally 
friendly 

2 0 1 

 



 

Advantageous for 
Turkey 

2 1 0 

Accident risk 
extremely low 

2 3 0 

Nuclear used in many 
other areas 

1 0 0 

Opportunity for 
employment 

1 0 0 

NPPs don’t affect 
tourism negatively 

1 0 0 

Nuclear is affordable 1 0 0 

Wrong discourse on 
nuclear 

1 0 0 

New international 
safety measures 

1 0 0 

Total Support 73 25 19 

    

Fukushima is a 
warning 

23 13 0 

Close to Ecemiş 
Faultline 

12 10 1 

Erdoğan undermines 
risks 

11 0 0 

Alternatives available 8 4 0 

Lack of transparency 
in safety measures 

9 0 0 

Deals behind closed 
doors 

7 0 0 

Kills local economy 5 3 0 

Mainly built for profit 5 0 0 

Natural habitats 
destroyed 

4 1 0 

People should decide, 
not politicians 

4 0 0 

Accidents cause 
cancer 

3 0 0 

 



 

Outdated location 
license 

3 0 0 

Nuclear losing 
popularity around the 
world  

2 1 0 

Untested reactor 2 0 0 

Undemocratic 
leadership 

2 0 0 

Deal is expensive 1 1 0 

Increased dependence 
to Russia 

1 2 0 

Each new reactor 
increases accident risk 

1 0 0 

Rosatom is unreliable 1 0 0 

Will not cover energy 
deficit 

1 0 0 

Total Opposition 105 35 1 

Table A2.3 

 

1 January 2014 - 28 February 2014 
 

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 0 0 1 

Energy Minister  2 1 0 

Russian Officials 3 0 1 

Total Support 5 1 2 

    

NGOs, chambers and 
others 

10 12 0 

Total Opposition 10 12 0 

Table A3.1 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 0 0 1 

Energy Minister 2 1 0 

 



 

Russian Officials 1 0 1 

Total Support 3 1 2 

    

NGOs, chambers and 
other opposition  

4 7 0 

Total Opposition 4 7 0 

Table A3.2 

 

Quotation summaries Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Good for the economy 3 0 2 

We know what we are 
doing  

3 0 0 

Sophisticated safety 
systems 

3 0 0 

No illegal construction
in action 

1 0 0 

Deepens Rus - Tur 
relations 

0 1 0 

Total Support 10 1 2 

    

Has serious health 
threats 

5 5 0 

Construction 
unlicensed 

2 3 0 

Total Opposition 7 8 0 

Table A3.3 

1 December 2014 - 31 January 2015 
 

Actors Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 0 0 5 

Energy Minister 0 1 2 

Ministry of Env. and 
Urb. 

2 2 2 

Minister of Env. and 1 2 1 

 



 

Urb. 

Russian Officials 1 2 1 

Other Support 2 0 0 

Total Support 6 7 11 

    

Opposition MP 1 2 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

14 16 0 

Total Opposition 15 19 0 

Non-aligned 2 0 0 

Table A4.1 

 

Quotations Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Erdoğan 0 0 4 

Energy Minister  0 0 1 

Minister of Env. and 
Urb. 

1 2 1 

Ministry of Env. and 
Urb. 

0 1 0 

Other support  2 0 0 

Total Support 3 3 6 

    

Opposition MP 1 0 0 

Ngos, chambers and 
other opposition 

7 13 0 

Total Opposition 8 13 0 

Non-aligned 2 0 0 

Table A4.2 

Quotation Summaries Hürriyet Milliyet Sabah 

Conspiracy against 
Turkey 

1 2 4 

Sophisticated safety 0 2 0 

 



 

measures 

No forgery of 
signatures 

2 0 0 

Good for business 0 1 0 

Nuclear energy is 
popular 

0 0 1 

People don’t believe 
smears 

0 0 1 

Total Support 3 5 6 

    

EIA report has 
shortfalls 

6 10 0 

Undemocratic 
leadership 

0 7 0 

Alternatives available 3 0 0 

Dependence to Russia 2 4 0 

Natural habitats 
destroyed 

1 4 0 

Signatures forged 1 3 0 

Nuclear losing 
legitimacy  

0 1 0 

Total Opposition 13 29 0 

Table A4.3 

 

 

 


